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Recently, Soni and Harrisberger [lJ* surveyed the state-of-the-art 
of mechanisms science and revealed the existence of nearly twelve 
thousand publications of a scholarly level. A detailed examination of 
these publications [2, 3] shows that, in recent years, there has been 
a considerable interest in synthesis of planar multi-loop eight-link 
mechanisms [4-49]. 
Using condensed molecule technique and graph theory, Franke [4] 
and Crossley [5] showed that there are only sixteen kinematic chains 
(shown in Table I) that can be synthesized from eight links and ten 
joints to have one degree of freedom. Historically, the first twelve 
chains in Table I were contributed by Gruebler [6], and the last four 
chains are said to have been contributed by Alt [?]. Klien [8] and 
Hain (9] examined these sixteen chains and pointed out that the first 
twelve chains of Table I could be derived from Watt's and Stevenson's 
six-link chains by adding to these chains a dyad consi~ting of two 
binary links and three revolute pairs: A systematic analysis by Hain 
and Zeilstroff [10, 11] shows that these sixteen eight-link chains 
with a single joint yield additional 44 eight-link chains with 
*References cited are shown in Bibliography. 
, 
( I ) 
( 4) 
TABLE I 
MULTI-IDOP EIGHT-LINK KINEMATIC CHAINS 
WITH ONE DEGREE OF FREEDOM 
(SEE CROSSIEY (5]) 
( II ) ( 12):_ ___ --..._ 
(2) 
2 
multiple joints. Using graph theory, Huang [12] performed structural 
synthesis of eight-link chains and en'Wnerated, as shown in Table II, 
a total of 3,511 eight-link chains with kinematic pairs such as revo-
lute pairs, and cam pairs. 
Kinematic inversions from 60 chains with revolute 'pairs yield a 
total of 335 mechanisms with single and multiple joints. These 
mechanisms are further classified by Hain and Zeilstro£f [13-16] 
into two groups. The first group consists of 445 cases in which the 
level of coupler planes** of eight-link mechanisms is higher than that 
of a four-link mechanism. The second group consists 0£ 215 cases in 
which the output link of an eight-link mechanism is expected to have 
its angle of oscillation larger than that of a four-link mechanism. 
Besides classifying, Hain also investigated coupler curves of 
selected eight-link mechan:i,sms [9]. Analysis of these coupler curves 
led Hain [10] to synthesize eight-link mechanisms eith$r to produce a 
larger angle of oscillation or to produce multiple instantaneous or 
finite dwells. 
3 
Geometric properties of coupler curves of eight-link mechanisms 
obtained by adding a dyad to Stevenson's and Watt's sii-link mechanisms 
were investigated by Primrose, Freudenstein, and Roth [17]. Other 
I 
notable work on properties of higher coupler curves of an eight-link 
mechanism was done by Wunderlich [18]. 
The subject of multigeneration of coupler curves of multi-loop 
mechanisms has become a rewarding one ever since Roberts [19] proposed 
the multigeneration theorem for a four-link mechanism. Notable 
**See Hain [13]. 
TABLE II 
ENUMEaATION OF EIGHT-LINK CHAINS WITH RE.VOLUTE, 
PRISM AND CAM PAIRS [12] 
P = Prism Pairs 
R = Revolute Pairs 
Ca= Cam Pairs 
Kinematic Chains With 
R (Single Joint) 
R (Double Joints) 
lP + 9R 
2P + SR 
3P + 7R 
4P + 6R 
5P + 5R 
6P + 4R 
lCa + SR 
2Ca + 6R 
3Ca + 4R 
4Ca + 2R 
5Ca 
Total 
















contributions relevant to the study of eight-link mechanisms include 
Roth [20], Rischen [21], Gibson [22], Dijksman [23-25], and Soni 
[26-31]. Rischen [21] proposed multigeneration theorem for the 
Stevenson's six-link mechanism with three fixed pivets. Roth [20] 
extended Rischen's technique to propose the multigeneration theorem 
5 
for eight-link and other similar multi-loop mechanisms. Soni [26-31] 
proposed an extension of stretch-rotation technique to discover coupler 
cognate mechanisms of six and eight-link mechanisms with parallelogram 
loops. The method proposed by Dijksman [22-24] for the general case 
of six-link mechanisms is extended by Soni [31] to obtain coupler 
cognate mechanisms of a class of eight-link mechanisms. The principle 
of inversion followed by the application of stretch-rotation has 
proved to be the key to the existence of eight-link cognate mechanisms 
[31-34]. 
The unusual application of cognate four-link mechanisms was first 
proposed by Hain [35] to synthesize Watt's six-link mechanisms for 
generation of parallel motion. The design of eight-link mechanisms 
for generation of parallel motion can be similarly achieved by adding 
two cognate six-link mechanisms. Hain [10] has enumerated 58 cases of 
eight-link mechanisms with single joints which can be synthesized to 
generate parallel motion. The results of some of the intuitively 
designed eight-link mechanisms for generation of parallel motion are 
also reported by Sylvester [36]. 
Synthesis of eight-link mechanisms to coordinate motions of input, 
output, or coupler links is known to be carried out using either graphi-
cal or analytical techniques. 
Notable contributions in synthesis of eight-link mechanisms using 
graphical techniques include the works of Mueller [37-41], Kiper (42], 
Ihme [43], Wetzel [44, 45], Ludwig [46], and Hain [47]. The graphical 
techniques contributed by these kinematicians led to the design of 
eight-link mechanisms for a few precision positions of coupler, input, 
or output links. 
The survey of the existing literature shows that, even though 
kinematicians in the past have shown considerable interest in the 
study of eight-link mechanisms, the design of all possible eight-link 
mechanisms for a variety of motion programs involving coordinations 
of input, output, or coupler links is not fully exploited. 
In this thesis analytical approach has been adopted to synthesize 
eight-link mechanisms for the following design situations: 
1. Coupler Point-Path Generation. 
2. Coupler Point-Path Generation Coordinated with the Angular 
Displacements of Input Link. 
3. Coupler Point-Path Generation Coordinated with the Angular 
Displacements of Input and Output Links. 
4. Rigid Body Guidance. 
6 
5. Rigid Body Guidance coordinated with the Angular Displacements 
of the Input Link. 
6. Rigid Body Guidance coordinated with the Angular Displacements 
of the Input and Output Links. 
7. Coordination of Angular Displacements of Input and Output 
Links. 
8. Generation of Two Coupler-Points Paths.· 
9. Non-rectilinear Motion Generation: 
Case 1. Synthesis of Rain's eight-link mechanism, 
Case 2. Synthesis of eight-link mechanism having five 
links in each of its loops. 
10. Rectilinear Motion Generation. 
7 
Chapter II deals with the method of synthesis of planar mechanisms 
using displacement matrices. In this a general outline has been 
provided to obtain the design equations. The following chapter is 
concerned about the Marquardt's optimization technique which has been 
utilized to solve the system of design equations. The~e design equa-
tions are derived in Chapter IV for the first 8 problems discussed 
above. This chapter also includes numerical examples to illustrate 
the technique. 
Unlike the first eight problems the ninth problem can be solved 
in closed form. This is done by using the principle of Linear Super-
position. The application of this powerful principle has been discussed 
in Chapter v. Following chapter is the application of this theory, 
developed in Chapter V, to the problem of simultaneous guidance of 
two rigid bodies. Chapter VII summarizes and concludes the treat-
ment. 
The Appendix contains two programs. One for point-path generation 
and the other for two rigid bodies guidance. Programs for other prob-
lems may be developed by making some minor changes in these two~,,pro-
grams. 
TAB;r.E III 
THE EIGHT-LINK MECHANISMS AS DERIVED BY HA~N [11] 
Eight-link Eight-link Mechanisms 
Chains 
3.8® 








TABIE III (Continued) 
1~2" 3"" 
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GENERAL METHOD OF DESIGN OF MECHANISMS 
USING DISPIACEMENT MATRICES 
The synthesis of a mechanism begins with an engineering need. 
This need can be mathematically expressed as the functional specifi-
cations. The functional specifications are the necessary information 
a designer needs to carry out the design. The designer can then 
adopt one of the numerous graphical and analytical approaches avail-
able. Among the various analytical approaches the one using displace-
ment matrices has been adopted here. The following is a detailed 
description of this matrix approach. 
Consider a case wherein all the positions of points P and B; and 
the angular displacements of link PA, i.e. e1n are known. See Figure 1. 
It is required to find the coordinates of the pivot A in its first 
position A1 • 
- A [ Let P. = X. Y . 
. 1 p1p1 1 ]Tdenote the position vector of a point 
P(X . , Y . , 1 ) in a cartesian coordinate system. And let the dis-p1 pi 




Figure 1. Synthesis Procedure 
12 
cos eln -sin e1n 
[D(pl, Pn' eln)J = sin eln cos eln 
0 0 
x - x l cos e1n + Ypl sin e1~ pn p 
y -x sin el - y l cos el (2-1) pn pl n p . n 
1 
Now the nth position of the pivot A may be expressed in terms of 
its first position as 
(2-2) 
where n = 2, 3, ••• , m. 
Using the geometry of constrained motion, we can write 
(2-3) 
Form precision positions, Eq. (2-3) describes a system of (m-1) 
design equations which can be numerically solved for the unknown coor-
dinates Xal' Yal of point A1 • 
In some cases the angles e1n or the positions of B may not be 
known. Then, e1n or coordinates of point B1 are treated as unknown 
parameters in the above system of non-linear algebraic design equations. 
CHAPTER III 
MARQUARDT'S OPTIMIZATION TECHNIQUE 
In general the system of design equations is highly non-linear. 
Hence, a closed form solution is not practical. The usual practice, 
then, is to solve the system of equations, for specific values of 
known parameters involved, numerically on a computer. There are many 
numerical techniques which find diverse application. Among the 
relatively new techniques is the Marquardt's optimization technique 
which has been used in the present study. And hence a brief descrip-
tion of this useful technique is quite relevant. 
The problem of solving a system of nonlinear algebraic equations 
of the form 
f(.~.) = 0 
where z is the vector of n unknown parameters, is equivalent to finding 
z which minimizes a function~ given by 
T 
.:r. = f f. 
'i' - -
Marquardt's method [50] is found suitable for this class of optimization 
problem. This method attempts to improve the rate of convergence by 
interpolating between Newton-Ralphson method and the gradient method. 
This is accomplished by rotating the correction vector~ through an 
appropriate angle uaway from 6, the negative gradient vector of~. 
-g 
l~ 
The algorithm to find the extremum comprises of the following steps 
for the yth iteration: 
(1) Compute [P( ..,) ] = [c3i Y)] 
a:i ") 
[A(y)] = [P(Y)]T [P(y)] 
iy) = -[P( Y)]T f(,y')_ 
(2) Scale down the matrix A(y) and the vector ~(Y) 
( ) ajk [A*Y] = (a;k) = ----
..fa .. Ja,kk JJ 
*(Y) * g. ~ = (g.) = (__:J_) 
J .Ja:ij 
where j, k = 1, 2, ••• , n. 
(3) Find the vector 1*('Y) from 
[A *(Y) + A (y) I] 1 *(Y) = ~*('Y) • 
as: 
(The value of 'A.(Y) is generated in the later part of the 
algorithm. But initially A ( O) has to be specified some value. 
A value of 100 is found effective on the synthesis problem under 
consideration, though Marquardt suggests 0.01.) 
(4) Compute the correction vector and then the new trial vector: 
j = 1, 2, ••• , n 
iY+l) = !(y) + 1(1¥). 
Except a\~the optimum there always exists aA('Y) sufficiently 
14 
15 
large so as to result in 
(y+l) ('Y) 
1 <l · 
(2-4) 
Also it is possible to minimize i by considering it as a function 
of the variable~. But a better global strategy, as suggested 
by reference [50], is to use as small a value of A as is permis-
sible while keeping inviolate the constraint (2-4). To accomplish 
this, we will adopt the following procedure: 
Let u > 1 ( say u = 5). Provide the angle criterion by 
specifying the upper bound on cos c,-where a is, as defined 
earlier, the deviation of the correction vector from the 
gradient direction given by the Equation (2-5). 
(5) Compute: 
*(Y)T *(Y) 
cos (y) = t ~ 
11.§. *(Y) II · II~ *(Y)II 
(6) a. Compute §(A.(Y-l)). IfA('Y-l) <<l, then skip the steps 
band c. 
b. Compute i (i\. (Y-l) /u). 
c. If f(A(y-l)/u)~ ~(A(Y)) then let1JY) =A(Y-l)/u. 
d. If ~(A.(Y-l)/u) >i(>.._(Y)), and~(>._(Y-l)) ~ t(~(Y)) then 
let A (Y) = A (Y-l). 
(2-5) 
e. If HA('Y-l)/u) >i(>-...(Y)) and!()..(Y-l))>f(A(Y)) increase A 
by successive multiplication until: 
(i) For some small~st w, t(~('Y-l)uw) ~ ~(A.(Y)) 
Let A.(y) = A (y-l) uw, or 
16 
(ii) If cos cr(y) exceeds the limit provided let 
iY+l) = iy) + k('Y) 6 (Y), and choose k(Y) (by trial 
and error) sufficiently small so that f (y+l) < f ( Y). 
One is required to repeat the above steps until the value of the 
funct.ion t becomes sufficiently small. In addition to this condition, 
one may use other convergence criterion. Depending upon the admis-
sibility of the design data, there may or may not be a ~min = O. 
In such a situation, the design specifications may have to be altered. 
In the numerical examples given in this thesis the minimum f ranges 
from 0.001 to 0.0001. 
CHAPTER IV 
DESlGN OF EIGHT LINK MECHANISM 
The first eight problems described in Chapter I are considered 
here. The 9th problem is treated in Chapter VI. 
Description of the Eight-Link Mechanism 
Figure 10 shows the eight-link mechanism which is to be synthesized 
for various design situations. Mand Qare the fixed pivots and A, 
B, G, D, E, F, G, and Hare the moving pivots. P and Sare the coupler 
points on links FE and HG. MAB is considered as the input link and 
QDG is the output link. Let ct. 1n, ~ ln, Y ln, o ln, e1n, TJ ln, and p ln 
represent the angular displacements of the links FEP, GDE, AFH, BG, 
MAB, HGS and QDG measured from their first position to the nth position 
as shown in Figure 10. 
Design Problem 1: Coupler Point-Path Generation 
Figure 3 shows a curve Z which can be approximately described using 
a set of k finitely separated positions P1 , P2 , ••• , Pk. It is desired 
to pass the coupler point of the eight link mechanism through the 
points P1 , P2 , ••• , Pk by appropriately selecting the mechanism para-
meters. 
For the eight-link mechanism shown in Figure 10, the coupler 












Figure 3 •. Point-Path Generation 
20 
which are specified. Let e1n, v- ln, qi ln and ~ln be treated as unlmown 
parameters. The following steps yield the design equations: 
(1) Express the nth positions of the pivots A and B in terms of 
their first positions as, 
(4-1) 
where n = 2, 3, etc. [D(m, 'iii, e1n)] is obtained from Equation 
(2-1). 
(2) Express the nth positions of the pivots F and Hin terms of their 
first positions as 
(4-2) 
where n = 2, 3, etc. [D(a1 , an ,'y ln)] is obtained from Equa-
tion (2-1). 
(3) Because of the symmetry of the eight-link mechanism about the 
coupler FE, we have 
(dn gn) = [D(q, q,iln)J (~ gl) 
(en en) = [D(~, dn' f3ln)] (cl el) 
(4-3) 
(4-4) 
(4) The kinematic constraints imposed by the links BC, FE, FP, EP 
and HG are given by the constant length condition as 
(4-5) 
where n = 2, 3, ••• ; and u, v take the values as 
(u, v) = cs, c), (1, e), (1, "p), (e, "p), (Fi, i). 
Equation (4-5) represents a system of 5(n - 1) design equa-
tions involving 20 + 4(n - 1) unlmown parameters which include 
21 
20 coordinates of the ten pivots and 4(n - 1) angles eln' Pln' 
Yin' Pin· Therefore, the number of variables to be specified 
is 21 - n. Hence, a maximum of 21 precision positions of a 
coupler point may be specified without specifying any of the 
unknown parameters. For this case (i.e., n = 21) we have 100 
design equations in 100 unknown parameters. Line 1 of Table IV 
presents a brief summary of this type of synthesis problem. 
Using the numerical technique, as presented in the Chapter II, 
the 100 design equations are solved for the illustrative design 
problem to synthesize an eight-link mechanism of Figure 2 is 
presented in Table V. Table V shows the design specifications 
and the designed mechanism. The computer program for this prob-
lem is given in Appendix. 
Design Problem 2: Coupler Point-Path Generation 
Coordinated with the Angular Displacements 
of Input Link 
Figure 4 shows positions P1 , P2 , ••• , Pn of a point P tracing 
path Zand the input link MA in its n positions MA1 , MA2 , ••• , MAn. 
In this case the eight-link mechanism is required to coordinate the 
motion of the input link in addition to that of the coupler point. 
Figure 2 shows the eight-link mechanism with coupler point P 
and input link MA. The positions of the coupler point P (i.e., pn) 
and the rotations of the input link (e1n) are prescribed. The 
procedure for obtaining the design equations is exactly the same as 
for the previous problem. The only difference in the situation is 
that in Equations (4-5), e1n is now a known variable. Eq. (4-5) 
TABLE IV 
SUMMARY OF SYNTHESIS PROBLEMS 
Angles Design Equations 
Obtained from the 
Problem To Be Constraint on the No. of 
S. No. Specifications Given Determined Links Equations 
1 Path Genera-
- 0 1n' y ln' BC, FE, FP, EP, 5(n-1) tion 
i1n' l31n 
HG 




3 Path genera- e 1 , ry l , ~ 1 BC, FE, FP, EP, 5(n-l) t · "th · t n n n HG ion WJ. 1.npu 
out put coordi- ~ ln 
nation 
4 Rigid-body ex. ln 6 1n' 61n' AF, FH, HA, CD, 6(n-l) guidance 
! ln' Tf1n 
DE, EC 
5 Rigid-body 6 1n' 01n' ~ln' AF, FH, HA, CD, 6(n-l) guidance co-







20 + 4(n-1) 21 
20 + 3(n-1) 11 
20 + 2(n-l) 7 
20 + 4(n-1) 11 
20 + 3(n-1) 7 
Remarks 
Coupler point 
S is to be 
ignored 
Ignore S 
Ignore S; Two 
of the param-
eters are to 
be specified 
Ignore S 
Ignore S; Two 
of the param-





Problem To Be 
S. No. Specifications Given Determined 
6 Rigid-body eln' 01n' 111n guidance co-
~ln' ordinated with 
the rotations dln 
of input and 
output 
7 Input-Output 61n' Yin' ~ln Coordination 
qln 
8 Guidance of 
- 61n' yln' two coupler 
~ln' ~ln points (on 
different 
links) 
TABLE IV ( continued) 
Design Equations 
Obtained from the No. of 
Constraint on the No. of Unlrnown 
Links Equations Parameters 
AF, FH, HA, CD, 6(n-l) 20 + 2(n-l) 
DE, EC 
BC, FE, HG 3(n-l) 16 + 2(n-1) 
BC, FE, FP, EP, ?(n-1) 20 + 4(n-l) 








Ignore P and 
s. M (o,o), 
Q (1,0) 
Two variables 






DESIGNED MECHANISM FCR PATH GENERATION 
Der1igr, Specifi,-;ations: 
n 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
x 
....E.!1 
3.77 3.68 3.57 3.47 3.34 3, 19 3.14 3.00 2,90 2.82 
y 
..E. 
3.27 3.40 3.49 3.58 3.69 3.80 3.84 3.92 3.97 4.02 
11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 
2.70 2.62 2.56 2.43 2.33 2.21 2.10 1.88 1.66 1.37 0.86 
4.07 4.11 4.14 4.19 4.22 4.26 4.29 4.33 4.36 4.37 4,32 
Designed Mechdnism: 
-·-----
M A B c D 
-··-----·- -·----·--· 
X-Coord. o.62915 0.91971 1.10151 1.41327 2.25314 
---------·-----~--
-------" 
Y-Coord. 1. 24016 2.70208 1.62616 1.42877 o. 78881 
----------
--------·-
E F G H Q 
X-Coord. 2.05385 2.82348 2.97356 2.90137 1.76447 




•. • 15 
.. 
···P 
.. . s 
• 
0 






, " 0--,,,----------~----..... x 
Figure 4. Point-Path Generation Coordinated 




describe a system of 5(n - 1) equations involving 20 + 3(n - 1) 
unknown parameters which include 20 coordinates of pivots when P is 
at P1 and 3(n - 1) angles ~ln' Yin' ~ln" While solving the system of 
equations for unknown parameters, we are required to s~ecify 2(11 - n) 
variables. This shows that the maximum of 11 precision conditions may 
be specified without specifying any unknown parameters. 
An illustrative design problem to synthesize an eight-link mech-
anism of Figure 2 is presented in Table VI. Table VI shows the design 
requirements which the 11 positions of the coupler point and the 
10 angular displacements. The designed mechanism is given by the 
coordinates of the various pivots. It also shows the sketch of the 
designed mechanism. 
Design Problem 3: Coupler Point-Path Generation 
Coordinated with Angular Displacements of 
Input and Output Links 
Figure 5 graphically displays this design situation. Here the 
coupler point is required to pass through points P1 , P 2 , • • • , P n; 
and the input link MA. and output link QD are required to execute the 
desired angular motions d ln and ~ln. 
Here the positions Pn of the coupler point P and eln' and~ln' 
the angular displacements of the input and the output links are 
prescribed as design data (See Fig. 2). The system of 5(n - 1) 
equations given by Equation (4..,5) is still valid. How~ver, eln' ~ln 
are known variables. Hence, the number of unknown parameters is 
reduced to 20 + 2(n - 1), (20 coordinates of pivots when Pis at P1 
TABLE VI 
DESIGNED MECHANISM FCR PATH GENERATION 
WITH COORDINATED INPUT 
28 
Desf !1." Specificatl.ons: 
n l 2 3 4 5 
' x 0,43 0.67 0.90 1.08 1.30 l.S4 n 
:J?!!... 1.11 1.39 1.57 1.73 t.83 1.95 
91n 0.0° -33.00 "'-56.0° -74.0° -89,0° -101.1° 
n 7 8 9 10 11 
x l. 76 1.94 2,13 2.33 2,54 
...I!.!! 
y 2,03 2,08 2.13 2,19 2,25 n 
91n -122,5° -133,0° -144,5° -154,5° -169.5° 
'" ... --
Designed Mechani.sm: 
M A B .c D 
X-Coord, . .1uc.>l , "l5 1.14882 1,60723 2. 71015 
Y-r· -o. :-' {:.:,u -1.32889 -1.14630 -0,35973 -0,44330 
E F G H Q 
X-Coord, o. 92247 1,05881 1.65498 0,82220 '3,01476 
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Figure 5. Point-Path Generation Coordinated with 




and 2 (n - 1) angles yln' ~ln)• So the number of varidbles to be 
specified is 23 - 3n. Hence a maximum of 7 precision conditions may 
be specified with any two of the unknown parameters specified. 
An illustrative design problem to synthesize an eight-link mech-
anism of Figure 2 is presented in Table VII, which shows the functional 
specifications and the numerically synthesized mechanism. The X and Y 
coordinates of pivot Q were assumed arbitrarily. 
Design Problem 4: Rigid Body Guidance 
In this case the coupler link is required to pass through a 
finite number of positions as shown in Figure 6. These positions are 
termed as "Precision Positions." 
The body to be guided is located on the coupler link FE of the 
eight-link mechanism shown in Fig. 2. The various positions of the 
body, to be guided, are given by specifying the positions of a point 
P on the body and the angular displacements of the body. 
and ct1n are specified as design requirements. 
That is p 
n 
Let eln' <!in' 6in and~ ln be treated as unknown parameters. 
Then the following steps yield the design equations: 
(1) Same as step (1) of problem 1 which results in Equation (4-1), 
i.e., 
(4-1) 
where n = 2, 3, •••• 
(2) Express the nth position of the pivot C in terms of its first 
position as, 
TABLE VII 
DESIGNED JI.IBCHANISM FOR PATH GENERATION 




n 2 3 4 5 6 7 
x 
n 
1.01 1.13 1.27 1.43 1.57 1.70 1,73 
y 
pn 1.37 1.30 1.21 1.09 0,96 0.85 0,67 
0 00 0 0 0 0 
-43° -62° ln -4 -10 -18 -29 
11n 
00 .40 
- 80 -13° -18° -28° -730 
xq • -0.18, Yq • -0.86 
Designed Mechanism: 
M A B c D 
X-Coord. -1.59859 -0.82915 -1.50046 -0,87986 -0,07811 
Y-Coord, 0,38097 l.57140 0,91077 0,34802 -0,60932 
E F G H Q 
x-coord, 0.34770 0,42630 0.07960 0.50369 -0.18000 





Figure 6. Rigid Body Guidance 
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(4-6) 
where n = 2, 3, •••• 
(3) Similarly on the other side, due to symmetry of the mechanism 




where n = 2 1 3, •••• 
(4) The kinematic constraints imposed by the links AF, AH, FH, CD, 
CE and DE are given by the constant length condition as 
(4-8) 
where n = 2 1 3, ••• ; and u, v take the values as 
(u, v) = (a, 1), (a, ii), (1, ii), (c, cI), (c, e), (a:, e). 
Equations (4-8) when substituted from Equations (4-1), (4-6), 
(4-3) and (4-7) represent a system of 6(n - 1) design equations 
involving 20 + 4(n - 1) unknown design parameters which include 
20 coordinates of the ten pivots when Pis at P1 ; and 4(n - 1) 
angles e1n, ~ln, o ln I and n ln. Therefore, the number of variables 
to be specified is 2(11 - n). Hence a maximum of 11 precision 
positions of the,body may be specified without specifying any 
unknown parameters. 
An illustrative design problem to synthesize an eight-link 
mechanism of Figure 2 is presented in Table VIII. The 11 
TABLE VIII 
DESIGNED MECHANISM FOR RIGID 
BODY GUIDANCE 
Design Specification•: 
n 2 3 4 .5 6 
x 1.990 2.13.5 1.825 1.500 1.270 0.96 en 
y 0.880 0.890 0.950 1.050 1.165 1.350 
...2!l-
aln 0.0° -11.0° ·19.0° ·28.o" ·35.o" -45.d' 
n 7 8 9 10 11 
x o.aoo 0.600 0.370 0.190 -0.200 n 
y 1.485 1.650 1.830 1,950 2.070 n 
aln -5o.o0 -58.d' -64.d' ·69.5° ~75.1' 
Deelgned Mechani1111: 
M A J\ c D 
x-coord. 1,96719 1,85242 1,82024 1,938711 1.95000 
-·-------
Y·Coord. 3.09646 3.33514 2,59954 2.78937 2. 71429 
E F G H Q 
X·Coord, 1.67836 1,57843 2,21511 1.82461 2.16106 
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positions of the rigid body are specified by the coordinates of 
coupler point P and the angular displacements dlri The sketch of 
the designed mechanism shows the reasonably good link proportions. 
Design Problem 5: Rigid Body Guidance 
Coordinated with Angular Displace-
ments of Input Link 
Figure 7 shows the specifications of this problem. As the rigid 
body moves through the specified positions P1 , P2 , etc., the input link 
MA rotates through positions MA1 , MA2 , etc. describing the specified 
angles. 
In this problem the positions of the coupler point P, the 
rotations of the coupler link FE and the input link MAB are specified. 
Hence P , e1 , cx.1 are known quantities. Equations (4-8), derived n n n 
in the preceding section, are still valid. But the only change will 
be that e1n is now a known parameter. Therefore the nwnber of unknown 
parameters is now reduced to 23 + 3(n - 1). Then the nwnber of varia-
bles to be specified is 21 - Jn. So a ma:x;imwn of 7 precision conditions 
may be specified with any two of the unknown parameters specified 
arl;>itrarily. 
An illustrative design problem to synthesize an eight-link mech-
anism is presented in Table IX. The synthesis requirements and the 
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n 2 3 4 5 6 7 
·-----




4.75 4.22 3.68 3,08 2.50 1. 72 
(){ 
ln o.o 6.5° 13.0° 16.0° 19,0° 20.0° 24,0° 
a 00 16° 32° 44° 57° 70° 89° ln 
lt q ~ 5,32, y q ~ -3,40 
Designed Mechanism: 
M A B c D 
X-Coord, 6,48702 5,80701 7.06589 4,49555 5,07659 
Y-Coord, ··0.14000 1.86011 1.06823 -1. 78726 -2,38622 
------·-
E F G H Q 
---· --··-----···---···---
X-Coord, 5.51154 5,47689 4.40349 5,64713 5,32000 
··-----·--.. ---- ·---·-----·-












Design Problem 6: Rigid Body Guidance Coordi-
nated with Angular Displacements of 
Input and Output Links 
In this case the various positions of rigid body located on a 
coupler link are specified along with the angular displacements of 
the input and output links. Hence in Figure 2 the positions of the 
coupler point P and the angular displacements e1n, <I: ln and D!ln are 
specified. Equations (4-8) are still valid. But now the number of 
unknown parameters to be specified are 4(6 - n). Hence a maximum of 
6 precision conditions may be specified without specifying any of the 
unknown parameters. 
An illustrative design problem to synthesize an eight-link 
mechanism of Figure 2 is presented in Table X, which shows the design 
requirements and the numerically generated solution. 
Design Problem 7: Coordination of Angul$r 
Displacements of Input and Output Links 
The angular displacements of the input link MA. ani output link 
QD are specified as indicated in Figure 8. The fixed link's length 
MQ may be arbitrarily assumed as unity because the functional charac-
teristics, of the mechanism for this particular specification, are 
scale-invariant. That is if the mechanism is enlarged or reduced in 
scale then the input-output relationship of the mechanism remains 
unchanged. 
In this case the angles e1n and 11n are specified (See 
Figure 2). Notice that there are no coupler points P or S. 
41 
TABIE X 
DESIGNED MECHANISM FOR RIGID BODY GUIDANCE 
COORDINATED WITH THE ROTATIONS OF 
I~UT AND OUTPUT LINKS 
Design Specifications: 
n 1 2 3 4 
x 1.50 1,70 1,80 2,00 
~ 









wln 00 -200 -25° -29° 
Designed Mechanism: 
M A B c 
X-Coord, 3.0lll51 2,62667 2,94529 1. 30683 
---·------------------· 
\'-Coord, 1.64865 2,03078 1.80209 1. 75794 
----·-----------------· 
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Figure 8. Coordination of Angular Displacements 
of Input and Output Links 
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The steps (1), (2), and (3) of problem 1 are common to this 
problem. The step (4) in this case is, obtaining the design equations 
from the constant length conditions of links BC, FE and HG as 
(u - v )T (u - v) - (u.. - v )T (u.. - v) = o 
n n n n .L 1 .L 1 (4-9) 
where n = 2, 3, etc,; and u, v take the values as 
( u, v) = ( '6', c) , ( 1, e) , Cfi, i) . 
Equations (4-9) represent a system of 3( n - 1) design equations 
containing 16 + 2(n - 1) (16 coordinates of the 8 moving pivots; 
2(n - 1) angles Yin' ~ln) unknown parameters. Note that Mis assumed 
as (0,0) and Q as (1,0) points without any loss of generality. 
Now the number of variables to be specified is 17 - n. Hence 
a maximum of 17 precision conditions may be specified without specify-
ing any of the unknown parameters. 
An illustrative design problem to synthesize an eight-link mech-
anism of Figure 2 is presented in Table XI. The 17 positions of the 
input and output link are arbitrarily chosen as design requirements. 
The designed mechanism is sketched to illustrate the link proportions. 
Design Problem 8: Generation of Two 
Coupler-Point Paths 
Here two discretized point-paths are required to be traced by 
coupler points of two coupler links of eight-link mechanism. In 
Figure 2 points P and Sare two such coupler points. So, the various 
positions of the coupler points P and Sare known. 
TABLE XI 




n 2 3 4 5 6 












12 13 14 1.5 
105" 110" 
A B c 




X-Coord. 0.00000 0.21583 0.09452 0.81584 1.17718 
-------------------------
y .. coonl. 0.00000 0.18165 0.45231 1.00063 0.37948 
F G H Q 
X-Coord. 1.2550:J 0.65059 0.55715 0. 50248 1.00000 
···-coord. 0.39703 o.69102 o. 73319 0,67281 0.00000 
c 
47 
The steps (1), (2) and (3) of the problem 1 are common even to 
this problem. The step (4) in this problem is, obtaining the design 
equations from the constant length conditions of links BC, FE, FP, 
EP, HG, HS, and GS as, 
(4-10) 
where n = 2, 3, etc.; and u, v take the values as 
(u, v") = cs, c), (I, e), (I, p), (e, p), (ii, i), (ii, s), (i, s). 
48 
Equations (4-JO)represent a system of 6(n - 1) design equations 
involving 20 + 4(n - 1) unknown parameters. Hence the number of 
parameters to be specified is 3(7 - n). Hence a maximum of 7 precision 
positions for each of the two coupler points may be specified without 
specifying any unknown parameters. 
An illustrative design problem of synthesizing an eight-link 
mechanism of Figure 2 is presented in Table XII, which shows the 
design requirements and the results of the synthesis. 
TABIE XII 
DESIGNED MECHANISM FOR GUIDANCE 
OF TWO COUPLER POINTS 
50 
Design Specifications: 
n 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
x 0,537 
n 
0,543 0,566 0.567 0,600 0.677 0.710 
y 
n 
0,553 0,656 0,599 0,533 o.477 0,393 0,467 
x 0.153 
sn 
0,237 0.193 0,143 0.107 0,090 0.093 
y 
sn 
1.290 1.373 1.270 1.143 0,997 0.836 1.050 
Designed Mechanism: 
M A B c D 
X-Coord, 0,49608 0,33369 0,42943 0.81459 o. 98416 
Y-Coord, 0.45846 0,52557 0,59926 0,37169 0,73987 
E F G H Q 
X-Coord, o. 74048 0,41178 0,43597 0,13151 l,13330 
Y-Coord, 0,69875 0.79634 1,20008 0.83588 0.91000 
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CHAPTER V 
APPLICATION OF THE PRINCIPLE OF LINEAR 
SUPERPOSITION IN THE DIMENSIONAL 
SYNTHESIS OF PIANAR MECHANISMS 
The problem of simultaneous generation of two rigid body motions 
by the coupler links of an eight-link mechanism can be reduced to 
one simple class of problems. That is, to find sets of points (one 
point on each of the two rigid bodies to be guided) which retain a 
constant distance between the two points of the set as the two rigid 
bodies move through the specified positions in a plane. Figure 9 
shows two rigid bodies with two such sets (AB, CD) of "special points." 
The number of sets of points depends upon the number and nature of 
positions of the two rigid bodies. For five positions there exist, 
in general, four sets of these points which can be located in a closed 
form by applying the principle of linear superposition. 
The procedure for finding the above mentioned sets of points is 
described below: 
Let aT ~ (x y 1) denote the position vector of a point 
n an an 
An(xan' yan) in an XY-coordinate system. Also let [D(an, a1 , d 1n)J 
denote the displacement matrix associated with the planar motion of a 





Figure 9. Special Points on Rigid Bodi~s 
the rigid body when the point A moves from its first to the nth 
position. Then, as described in [49], [D(an, a.1 , a1n)J is given by, 
• 
cos a>1n -sin d.ln 
0 
x - Xal cos a1 + Y 1 sind.1 an n a n 




where n = 1, 2, • • • • Note that for n = 1, dln = O, an = a1 and 
[D] becomes the identity matrix. 
Let A and B be the special points in a set. The coordinates of 
these points may be determined as follows: 
(1) The motion of the two rigid bodies is given by specifying all 
the positions of points P and S, and the associated angular 
displacementsa'ln' ~ln" Then the nth positions of the points 
A and B can be expressed in terms of their first positions by 
making use of the displacement matrices. Hence 
(5-2) 
where n = 1, ••• , 5 and the displacement matrices carry the 
definition of equation (5-1). 
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(2) Since A and Bare the special points so the distance between 
them remains constant during the motion. This condition can be 
mathematically expressed as, 
(5-3) 
where n = 1, ••• , 5. 
(3) Substituting for a, b from equation (5=2) into equation (5-3) 
n n 
and simplifying the resultant, we get 
where 
Cnl = -2(X sin ~l - Y cos ~l ) psn n psn n 
Cn2 = 2(X cos ~l + Y sin (.!,l ) psn n psn ~ n 
C 3 = 2 ( X cos ctl + Y sin al ) n psn n psn n 
C 4 = -2(X sin a.1 - Y cos~ 1 ) n psn n psn n 
C 6 = 2 cos (Q'l - (31 ) n n n 
en? = 2 sin (a lri - 131n) 
c = x2 + y2 
n8 psn psn 
x = x - x psn pn sn 
y = y - y psn pn sn 
(5=4) 
54 
~ = xp1 - xal 
k4 = ypl - yal 
2 2 
k5 = (Xal - ~l) + (Yal - ybl) 
2 2 2 2 
- Cki + ~ + K3 + k:4) 
k6 = k:i. k4 + ~k3 
k7 = ~k3 - ~k4 
n .;, 1, ••• , 5. 
55 
(5-5) 
Equation (5-4) represents a set of five equations involving seven 
unknown parameters, k's. However these parameters are not all inde-
pendent. 
Let k6 =11.1 , k7 = A2 then due to the principle of linear super-
position let us define 
k. = L. + ).._l M. + A.2 N. J. J. J. J. (5-6) 
where L., M., N. (i = 1, ••• , 5) are new unknown parameters. Sub-
J. J. J. 
stituting fork. from equation (5-6) into equation (5-4) and equating 
J. 
the coefficients of ~1 , A2 and the terms independent of ">....' s gives 
[cni J [L M 'NJ = [c8 c6 c7J (5-7) 
5x5 5x3 5x3 
where n, i = 1, ••• ' 5 and 
11 Ml Nl 
[L M 'NJ= ~ M2 N2 
• • • 
• 
L5 M5 N5 
~ - -and c8 = (c18 c28 ••• c58) and similar definitions hold for c6, c7• 
Equation (5-7) represents three sets of equations (five linear 
equations in five unknown parameters in each set) in which the 
coefficients are functions of the known quantities. Hence I, M, and 
N can be computed from equation (5-7). The k's are then given by 
equation (5-6). For the systems of equations to be compatible, 
equations (5-5) have to be satisfied. Hence substituting from 
equation (5-6) in equation (5-5) and substituting k6 =\1, k7 =/\.2 
gives 
.\. ~ + ( z1 ) .\2 + ( z2 ) = o 
"-~ + (Z3) i\.2 + (Z 4) = 0 
where Z' s are functions of l\..l and the other known parameters. 
(5-8) 
Applying Sylvesters dialytic eliminant technique to equations 
(5-8) for a common root of \ 2 , and simplifying we get, 
4 . r f. >--.11 = o 
. 0 J. J.= 
where f's are functions of known parameters. 
(5-9) 
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The real roots of i\..1 from equation (5-9) when substituted in 
equations (5-8) will yield corresponding roots (common for the system 
( 5-8)) for A.2 • Equation ( 5-6) then gives the k' s. From the defir1...ition 
of k's the positions of the special points A and B may be obtained as 
xal = xpl - k3 
yal = ypl - k4 
CHA.PTER VI 
SYNTHESIS OF EIGHT-LINK MECHANISMS FOR 
SIMULTANEOUS GUIDANCE OF TWO 
RIGID BODIES 
This chapter presents a treatment of Design Problem No. 9. 
These are two types of problems considered here. There are classified 
on basis of the motion of the rigid bodies, that is whether it is 
rectilinear or otherwise. 
Non-Rectilinear Motion Generation 
Figure 10 illustrates the various positions of two rigid bodies 
executing non-rectilinear motions. 
Case 1. Synthesis of Hain' s Eight-Link Mechanism 
Figure 11 shows the eight-link mechanism to be synthesized for 
motion generation of two rigid bodies. The coupler links CE and DH 
carry the rigid bodies to be guided. As pointed out earlier, this 
problem can be divided into five problems of exactly the same type 
as the two rigid bodies guidance problem discussed in the previous 
section. These problems are identified below in the synthesis pro-
cedure which involves the following steps: 
(1) The motions of the two rigid bodies PCE and SDH are specified. 
As shown in Figure 12 (a) the problem of finding points C and D 
57 
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Figure 11. Hain'.s ·Eight-Link Mechanism 
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Figure 12. Steps for Synthesizing Hain's Mechanism 
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is the same as the one of finding points A and B in the Chapter V 
(Figure (9)). Hence the positions of C and D can be easily 
"'\.__ 
computed. There may exist a maximum of 4 sets of values for 
the positions of C and D. 
(2) Since the first positions of C and D, i.e., c:i and~ and the 
displacement matrices associated with the motion of links PC 
and SD are now known, the nth positions of C and Dare obtained 
from 
en= [D(pn' P1, dln)] cl 
dn = [D(sn, 81' ~ln)] ~ 
for n = 1, ••• , 5. The angle 'Y ln is given by 




(3) Since the motion of link CD is completely known, the next 
problem is to find the special points A and M for guiding the 
bodies 3 and 4 as shown in Figure 12 (b). Thus, this problem 
is of the same type as described in the step (1). Hence, using 
the procedure developed, a maximum of 4 sets of values, for the 
positions of A and M may be obtained for each set of values of 
positions of C and D. Thus, there may exist a maximum of 16 
solutions. 
(4) The analysis procedure of step (2) may be repeated again to find 
the rotation e1n as 
Y -Y Y -Y 
-1 ( m an) -1 ( m al) e1n = tan - tan 
x - x xm - xal m an 
th 
where the coordinates of A in then position are given by 
for n = 1, ••• , 5. 
(5) Knowing the motion of links 5 and 1 in Figure 12 (c) the first 
positions of points Band E can be obtained in the same manner 
as described in step (1). There may exist 4 solutions of Band 
E for every set of the 16 solutions obtained in step (3). Thus, 
there may exist a maximum of 64 solutions. 
Now the analysis may be carried on to calculate 
Y -Y Y -Y 
bln = tan-1 ( bn en) - tan-1 ( bl el) 
~n - Xen ~l - Xel 
where the positions of Band E are given by 
for n = 1, ••• , 5. 
( 6) As shown in Figure 12 ( d), the points F and H may be located on 
links 6 and 2 since we know the motion of these two links. 
Clearly, we observe that there may exist 4 solutions for each 
of the 64 solutions obtained in step (5). Thus there may exist 
a maximum of 256 solutions. The analysis then gives the ~ngular 
displacements as 
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where the positions of F and Hare given by 
where n = 1 1 ••• , 5. 
( 7) Now the motion of link 7, in Figure 12 ( e), is known. And the 
link 4 is stationary. So the points G and Q may be located in 
the plane of links 4 and 7. There may exist 4 solutions for 
each of the 256 solutions of step ( 6). Thus there may exist a 
maximum of 1024 solutions. 
This completes the synthesis procedure yielding a one-
degree of freedom linkage. Table XIII shows the example problem 
with the solutions. 
Gase 2. Synthesis of Eight-Link Mechanism (with all loops of the 
mechanism containing five links) 
Figure 2 shows the eight-link mechanism with five links in each 
loop. The rigid bodies, to be guided, are located on links HG and 
CE. 
,. 
The synthesis procedure is similar to the one described in the 
previous sections and is schematically illustrated in Figure 13. 
The following steps lead to the final design: 
TABLE XIII 
DESIGN SPEGIFIGA.TIONS AND.THE DESIGNED MECHANISMS FOR 
SIMULTANEOUS GUIDA.NCE OF TWO RIGID BODIES (NON-
RECTILINEAR) USING HA.IN'S 8-LINK MECHANISM 
DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS 
(FIG. 11) 
PX PY ALFA s~ SY 
in degrees 
3.50000 o.o o.o -3. 00000· 2.50000 
3.06074 0.10143 12.00000 -3.70743 2 .93926 
2. 00000 1.00000 24.00000 -4.00000 4.00000 
0.93926 0.70743 36.00000, -3. 70743 5.06074 
o.soooo o.o 48.00000 -3 .00000 5.50000 
A B c D E MECHANISM PARAMETERS 
l C( l.2761459, 1.2192926) D( 3.1906919, 
l A( 1.2113590, 0.6412295) HC 0.1095960, 
l B( l.2113867, 0.6412346) El 1.2761726, 
1 f( 3.1907539, 0.8792673) H( - o. 5323076, 
l G( 0.8838730, 1.5021067) Q( 0 .o 163544, 
2 G( 0.2463856, 3.9452276) Q( -o. 0979052, 
3 G( -1.1427145, 6.0539322) Q{ 0.0164213, 
4 G( 31.9.329071, 18. 0550385) Q{ -9.7359362, 
2 f( 2.4600410, 1.73 71149) H( 3.1916475, 
l G( 1.209686~, 0.6403980) Q{ 0.1072927, 



















TABLE XIII (continueld) 
2 B( 1.4098701, 0.62734991 E( 1.6574507, 1.3938274) 
l Fl 4.0293179, 0.94277461 H( 3.8590260, l .1276731) 
l G( 4.0919542, 1.5147924) Q( -5. 8305311, 16.0290375) 
2 G( 5 .0671530, lo0434275J Q( 3. 1419487, -5.48987201 
2 Fl 3. 5496340, 0.8906633) H( 3.4841967, l .1210537 J 
l Gl l.4241152, 2.2062454) Q( o. 8536595, -0.3546674) 
2 G( 3.7697058, 1.3621273) Q( -5.3144598, 14.6404743) 
2 A( 3.4722452, -0.8836851) H( -1.4615698, ll.7it25251J 
1 8( 3 .4722538, -o. 8836871 J E( l.2761593, 1. 2192736) 
l Fl 3.1907377, o. 8791931 J H( 4.4602900, 1 .231to258 J 
l G( 0.8837881, l.50106051 Q(. o. 0161419, 2.3891563) 
2 G( 0.2462540, 3.9448366 I Q( -0.0980996, 3.9996090) 
3 G( -1.1439495, 6.0544100) Q( 0.0160450, 5 .6104670) 
4 G( .H.9832001, 18.0694885) Q( -9. 7318811, 4.0017700) 
2 F( 1. 7146711, 1.6698465) Hl 3.1906490, 0.8792267.J 
1 G( 1.2114048, 0.6412640) Q( 0.1096550, -0.8453187) 
2 GI 3.4721642, -0.8835907) Q( -1. 4618454, ll. 7438841> 
2 B( -0.4170065, 10.4416018) El -4.4961853, -28.4980316) 
l F( -l.0015316, 7 .1338196) H( -1. 4015202, 6. 736132c,J 
l G( -0.9380673, 7.2028666) Q( -0.1924324, 7.7862625) 
2 G( -l.7853966, 6. 4430380) Q( 0.0787048, 6 .1271362 J 
2 F( -1.0352793, 7.0037689) H( -1. 33034 71, 6. 5658789) 
l G( -0. 9962647 I 7.0759153) Q( -0.2001753, 7. 77412411 
2 Gt -1.4538660, 6. 3907604) Ql o. 0893593, 5.9889374) 
3 fl -1.0777636, 6.0077057 J H( - l.03387i6, 4. 6946840) 
1 Gt -1.0753765, 6.193511 OJ Q( 0.0729616, 8 .0225334) 
2 G( -l .0372286, 5.1610260) Q( -o. 045b342, 4. 7i°l 9560 J 
3 G( -1.9703598. 5. 7954693 J Q( 1.3357735, 1.4179277) 
4 G.C -o. 4374289, 4. 0596256) Q( -0.9763864, 4.4552526) 
4 F( -3.2205343, 6.3704038) H( 5. 9336224, 11.0559816) 
NO SOLUTION EXISTS FOR THIS STEP 
2 C( 3. 0249952, -2. 9900970) D( -0.9207792, 2 .8149366 J 
l A( 2.7556096, -0.1644878) H( o. 2693937, -0.832't-001 J 
1 B( 2. 7556171, -o .1644966) El 3.6249456, -2.9901943) 
l f( -2.2367411, 4.2082014) H( -0.9212399, 2 .8153229 J 
l. G( 2. 7567759, -o .1687651 J Q( o. 2811680, -0.82653871 
2 Gl -1. 079492b, 4.9585657) Q( -l.&244001, 5.5456791) 
3 Gt 5.0898537, - 5. 76 l21t38J Q( 5. 52.38132, -4.9H4415J 
2 fl -0.9206791, 2.8149366 a H( -6.4841070, l.99534701 
"' Vt 
TABLE XIII (cdntinued) 
l G( -1. 1425428, 6.0540276) Q( 0.0164516, 5.6101093) 
2 G( 0 .8836250, 1. 50 24462) Q( o. 0162408, 2.3900900) 
3 Gl 0.2461939, 3 .945639&} Q( -0.0979474, 4.00021461 
4 Gl 31.9300690, 18. 0496063 J Q( -9. 7361155, 4 .0008240) 
2 B( 4.9175615, -1.1101656) El 5.8055220, -1.9822721) 
l F( 6.6506624, o.4174690J Hl -17.8230286, 7.2878637) 
l G( 0 .4505548, -0.5467557) Q( 10. 67 69247, 1.3155756) 
2 G( -16.7061310, 13 .9601631 I Q( -3. 7526751, ll.0672760) 
2 F( 3. 2354774, 5.3315763) Hl 7.0031815, 7.0415b02) 
l Gl 7.1044903, 7 .4799261) Q( -6. 6303282, 4.4654455) 
2 Gl 3.0272436, 24.8185120) Ql 4.0241232, 3 .6355524) 
3 Bl -2.0052443, - 2. 36 88250) El -1.0994644, -1 .5131416) 
1 Fl -1.5925035, -2 .5182304) H( 0.4714422, 18. 5541382) 
NO SOLUTION EXISTS FOR THIS STEP 
2 Fl -1.0877457, 1.3276920) Hl 3.8516550, -0.6880894) 
l G( -o .7497435, -o .1696997) Q( -0.4183661, -3. 2407389) 
2 G( 3.1570311, -o. 8726349 J Q( -1.3380375, 5.3334875) 
4 Bl l.9748774, 7.1813297) El 2. 710891 7, -9.3941822 J 
l f( b.1107140, -7.8327408) Hl . -1. 7995234, 3.5795918) 
NO SOLUTION EXISTS FOR THIS STEP 
2 F( 0.9423313, 1.3638945) H( 1.5754385, 1. 46429061 
l G( o. 4720910, 1.3439322) Q( -0.4209468, 0.8375922) 
2 Gt 1.4417601, 1. 4970798) Q( 0.3419800, 2.8060932) 
2 At 5.6943521, -5. 7466717 J Ml 5.5255613, -4.9279823) 
l B( 5.6943502, - 5. 7466097) El 3.6249762, -2.9905891) 
NO SOLUTION EXISTS fOR THIS STEP 
2 Bl 5.6269608, -5.5397873) Ef 3.6957045, -4 .'t049597) 
l Fl -0.0297565, -2. 2 724895 J Ht -2.3077784, 3 .2137766) 
NO SOLUTION EXISTS FOR THIS STEP 
2 f( -12.1435080, 12.2850885) Hl -16.8912201, 13 .8125648) 
l G( -13. 6718283, 12. 7745094) Q( -o. 01 71419, 5 .6040878) 
2 G( -17.8498688, 12.8258991) Ql -4. 7691078, 9.4858980) 
3 B( 4.4723625, -,. 9489145) El 2.9316368, -9.0623798) 
l F( 7 .0115824, -10. 7404022) Hl 4. 7384968, -0.4655552) 
l G( 4.0927267, -5.184b991) Q( 0.5762182, -4.5978184} 
2 Gl 2.9466906, -3. 5007658) Q( -5.2126722, -0.1679583) 
2 F( 2.4424734, -7.5521021) H( -1.3459940, 5. 1534863) 
1 Gt -o. 138 7339, 4. 2 723656 J Q( 0.7415810, 4.6139946) 
2 G( -9.1448221, 10.4991827) Ql -8.7752924,- 9.1940546) 
O' 
O' 
TABLE XIII (continued) 
4 Bl 7.5373287, -2. 7't26748 J E( 6.0197554, -7.1990204) 
l F{ 6. 9436064, -7.3680878) H( -2. 5037575, 0.9301739) 
l G( -2.4586267, 3.2825193) QC -2. 8633080, 5.06507681 
2 f( 4.6080046, -6.2576618 I H( 4.4539022, 1.9236317) 
1 Gt 4. 2732182, - 1. 0027380) QC 0.5996245, -0.8566092) 
2 G( 't.5212793, -1.4239769 J Q( 3.9036827, -1.8485937) 
3 Ft 8.0531530, -3. 32 92513 J H( 8.5561419, 0.63l0101J 
l G( 7. 74669.36, -3. 4728241> Q( 5. 3237476, -4.8039789) 
2 GI 7.6896210, -2.11379241 Q( 6. 0449057, -4. 21238331 
3 G( 7. 3834982, 0.0906553) QC 10.l91t3665, -6 .5138855) 
4 GI 8 .8307743, 0.2234526) Q( -10. 0075073, 15. 7307892) 
4 F( 12.3150740, -1.6997051) H( 7 .3607941, -1.0434847) 
l G( 10.0022850, -2. 07945251 Q( 5. 7786627, -5 .0539417 J 
2 G( 7.6398573, -0 .856153.5 I QI -10.0273438, 19.8707581) 
3 A( -1.0785599, 4.9578657) H( ..;.l.6233339, 5 .5449381 > 
l 8( -1.0781460, 4. 9576874) EC 3.6256676, -2.9872541) 
l F{ -l.1053524, 2 .6570749) Ht -0.9231052, 2.8096552) 
l G( 2. 7266722, - o. 2 912607) Q( 0.5887719, -0.6465912) 
2 G( -1.1477099, 4.96789261 Q( -1. 7105560, 5.5489235) 
3 G( ·5.4476414, -6.2164755) Q( 5.3867407, -5.3576965) 
2 f( -0.9186592, 2.8156738) Ht -0.2462578, 4.3773670) 
l G( -1.1400375, 6.0496016) Q( 0.0176880, 5. 6060438) 
2 GI 0.8843260, 1.5023298) QI 0.0153753, 2 .3924236) 
3 G( 0.2455912, 3. 9466906) Q( -0.0985844, 4.0011940) 
4 Gl 31.5800018, 17.9711456) Q( -9. 7233620, 3. 9887238) 
2 6( -l.1518030, 4.9942350) El 3.5008421, -3 .5657110) 
l F( -1.230 5393, 2.7972975) H( -2. 4385099. -o. 0004082) 
l Gt -1.1214180, 5.1264477) Q( -o. 2750200, 4.6976337) 
2 G( 0.4398651, 1.6206865) Q( -0.4112840, 2.4191160) 
3 Gl -0.2216530, 3.6481104) Q( -0.5251248, 3.66090771 
4 G( 9. 6396303, 9.1525526) Q( -10.1373701, 3.3668795) 
2 Fl -o. 8040323, 2.9433899) H( -o. 7477064, 2.9848652) 
l Gt -1.4644766, 3 .3885250 t Q( 0.0445455, -1.1083555) 
3 8( -3. 5103121, 6.0193052) El 0.1851444, 2.4360008) 
l f( l.6516476, 0 .8509455) Hl 1. 9696455, -l.6665325) 
l G( o.5287838, -1.2967243 J Q( -5.1812258, 9.2918072) 
2 G( 15.8375063, -25. 8816223) Q{ -4.2278519, -3 .0451107) 
2 Fl -0.6827867, 2. 7424374) Hl 4. 396972 7, 2.09008981 
l G( 0.8999331, 3.4546328) Q( 1.5664787, -o .1174959) 
2 G( 30. 4538422, -29. 5575104J Q( -2.4918823, 9.1910410) 
3 f( -5. 0611877, 6. 7325010 t H( -2. 6236620, 6.2348118) a--
-.J 
TABLE XIII (continued) 
l G( -3.0627298, 6.6838245) Q( 
2 G( -2.3366747, 6.4375868) Q( 
4 F( -4.2152920, 0.3171043) H( 
l G( -106.1471252, -40. 6815643) Q( 
2 Gt bl .0322571, 10. 5730553) Q( 
4 B( -1.4910917, 5.5371513) E( 
l F( -o. 7894783, 5. 3814545) H( 
l G( -0.6537198, 5.9543791) Q( 
2 G( -0.4943805, 5. 7850227) Q( 
2 Fl -1.4715872, a.73104861 H( 
l GI -2. 0585642, 3.4549332) Q( 
2 G( -1.3370991, 3. 3418760) Q( 
3 G( --1.8395853, 4.0312777 J Q( 
4 G( -o. 604 7192, 2.8900366) Q( 
3 F( -1. 231:16152, 4.5578461) HI 
l GI -1.3443260, 4.4909449) Q( 
2 G( -1.3359404, 4. 58574871 Q( 
3 Gt -1.1861038, 4.5290356) Q( 
4 G( -l.5350714, 4.5882072 I Q( 
4 F( -3-~ 4480953, 5. 0401154) HI 
l G( 1.1521244, 2.6981926) Q( 
2 G( -7.3157015, 5.3171892) Q( 
4 A( 19 .2303467, 9. 8001404) H( 
1 B( 19.2919312, 9.8579884) El 
NO SOLUTION EXISTS FOR THIS STEP 
2 IH 46 .9464111, 36.3122253) El 
l F( -4. 5245600, 6.6216351't) H( 
l G( 10.9455519, -4. 6135511) Q( 
2 G( -17 .0769043, 41.1614838) Q( 
3 Gt -22. 1628418, 17. 7471313) Q( 
4 Gt 29 .4129028, 32. 7030640) Q( 
2 Fl 15.4449635, -28.7043152) H( 
1 G( 5.3941841, -3.2809446) Q( 
2 G( -1.4741497, 6.0018768) Q( 
3 Gt 10.0416327, -12.1848450) Q( 
























































































(1) The motion of the two rigid bodies 1 and 2, shown in Figure 
13 (a), is known. The points F and H can be determined in the 
planes of the rigid bodies 1 and 2. Having located F and H, 
the angular displacements y ln of link HF can be found from 
th 
where then positions of F and Hare given by 
for n = 1, ••• , 5. 
( 2) Since motion of link 2 is known and link 3 ( in Figure 13 ( b) ) 
is stationary, the points Q and G can be located. Then the 
rotation angles pln of link QG may be computed as 
Y-Y 
Pln = tan-1 ( -~ gn 
x - x q gn 
y - y 
) - tan -l ( _9-. g~ ) 
x = x q gl 
h th th . t' f G " ' b were en posi ion o is given y 
for n = 1, ••• , 5. 
( 3) Knowing the motion of links 1 and 4 in Figure 13 ( b) , the points 
D and E can be easily located. The angular displacements ~ln 
of link DE, required in the subsequent synthesis, are given as 
70 
where the nth positions of D and E are given by 
for n = 1, ••• , 5. 
(4) The points Mand A on links 3 and 5 in Figure 13 (d) can now be 
obtained. And the angular displacements eln' of the link AM, 
are giyen as: 
,' 
·,. 
-1 ( Ym - Yan 1 ym - yal 
e1n = tan ) - tan- ( ) 
X -X X -X 
m an m al 
where the nth position of A is given by 
for n = 1, ••• , 5. 
(5) The points Band Con links 6 and 7, as shown in Figure 13 (e), 
can now be located, thereby completing the synthesis procedure. 
For every step of the synthesis procedure, there may exist 
4 solutions. Since there are 5 steps involved there may exist 
as many as 1/ = 1024 solutions. Table XIV shows an illustrative 
example of this type of synthesis problem. 
Rectilinear Motion Generation 
Figure 14 illustrates the rectilinear motions of two rigid 
bodies. 
The synthesis procedures of the two preceding sections do not 
afford a solution to the special case of generating two rectilinear 
71 
TABLE XIV 
DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS AND THE DESIGNED 
MECHANISMS FOR SIMULTANEOUS GUIDANCE 




DX PY hl 0 A sx . SY 
3. ~'.lOOO o.o o.o -3.00000 2.~.()000 
3.060H o. 7014·, 12.00000 -3.70743 2.93<;,?6 
2.00000 l.(1000J 24.0)000 -4.00000 4;00000 
o. <J39? f. o.70743 36. 00000 -3.70743 5.05074 
0.50000 o.o 4?,.0)000 - l. 00000 ~. 50000 
TH FOLLOWl~G ARE THE SDLUT!O~S CnR~E~D0ND!NG TO 
F ( ,Yl=( 1.2761, -1.2193) G(X,Yl= ( 0.?')40, i.5014) 
H( , Yl =( ,.1907, o. ~79? l C(X,Y)=( 0.0164, 2.38931 
·~( x. y l ,•,( X,Y) B(X,Yl C ( ~, Yl 
o. t ~ 0, -J.84~) ( 1. 211, o. o4l l ( 0. 2 82, 0, 512 l ( o.714, 0.062) 
0.110, -0.8"-5) ( 1.211, 0.641) ( l • 0 0'5, o. 201) ( 0 • 802, -0.186) 
-1. 4t-2, 11.7"-3) ( 3."-72, -0.884) ( 0.774, -0.234) ( I. l 59, -O.A96) 
-1. 4f?, ll.743) ( 3.472, -0.884) ( 2.,29, -1.223) ( 1.121. C,.003) 
-l.4t2, 1.1, 7,t '?.) ( ? ,4 72., -0.•84) ( -6 ,::, 70, -0.40~) ( 0. 42 6, -1 .621 l 
-1,l•h'Z, 11.743) ( 3. 4 72, -o.•841 ( 4. 30"':i.' 3.oqz1 ( 2.1oq, -Z.911) 
0.110. -0.84~·, ( 1.211, 0.641) I -0.543, -1.272) ( -0.103, l.285) 
o. ll 0, -o • q45) ( l. 211 , O.h4l l ( -20.157, o.q"-q> ( -10.733, -3.799) 
-1.462, 11.743) ( ·:;. 4 72, -c.084) ( -J.~48, 12.560) ( o. 534. 2.559) 








( 5.251, -2 .468) 
c 5.251, -2.468) 
( 5.251, -2.468) 
( 5.251, -2,46'_:11 
( 5.251, -2.468) 
I 5.251, -2.46Rl 
( 0.281, 2.566) 
( 0.281, 2~566) 
( 0.281, ? • 5i,I, l 

















O.Rl9, 0 .262 I 
3.687, 8.217) 
'I. 6'l7, R.2171 




TABLE XIV (continued) 
THE f OLI llw l'·G APE THF <;1,LUT !CNS CORt<ESPllNDING Tri 
F(X,Yl=( l,27ol, 1,2193) G( X,Y l= ( -J.1424, 600538) 
H<X,Yl=( ~.1qo7, ll .d792 l 01 X, YI= I 0.0163, 5.61001 
~(X,Yl A( X,Y I B(X,Yl CIX,YI DIX,Yl EIX,YI 
0.110, -0.845) ( I. 211, 0,641) ( 0.427, -0.750) ( 0.962, 2. 736 I ( 0.174, 6,21!5) I -0.727, -6.577) 
0.110. -O,R45l ( I • 211 , 0.641) ( 37.243, -1.794) ( -l.994, -2.413) ( 0.1 74, 6.285) ( -0.727, -6.577) 
0.110, -0.845) ( 1.211, o. 641) ( 0.303, -1.063) ( .0.861, 6 .119) ( -0.144, 5.6971 ( -2.221, -23.111 l 
0.110, -0. 845 I ( 1.211, 0.641) ( -74.JOl, ~25.099) ( -3. 048, -'-4 ,1,51 l ( -0.144, 5.6971 I -2.221, -23.llll 
-1.46?, 11.743) ( 3.472, -0.11841 ( -0.417, 9.956) ( 1.420, 14.996) ( -0.144, 5 .6971. ( -2.221, -23.111 l 
-1. 46 2, 11.74?) ( 3,472, -o. f\1'41 ( 0,180, 7.5341 ( -0.395, 8.400) ( -0.144, 'i .6971 ( -2.221, -23.111.) 
o. 110, -!).84~) ( I. 21 1, 0 .641) ( 1.125, 0.579) I 1. 473, 2.177 l ( 2.201, 5,849) ( 1.558, 1,915 I 
0.!10, -0,845) ( l, 211, 0.641) ( l, 792, 0,519) ( 2. 658, 0,7361 I 2.201, 5.849) ( 1. 55 8, l. g l <; l 
-l.46~, 11,743) ( 3.472, -0.9841 ( 9 .146, -4.307) ( 1. 908, 2.6961 ( 2.201, 5,849') ( 1,558, 1,9151 
-l.462, 11,7431 ( 3.472, -0.~84} f -15,392, 1. 570) I -12.342, -1,0161 ( 2.201, 5,8491 ( 1.558, 1,9151 
-l.41-,?, 11,743) I 3.472, -o. 9841 ( -19.150, 11.768) I -12,680, 5.8901 ( 2.201, 5.R49) ( 1. 558, 1, <J 15 l 
-·l.-4AZ, 11,743) ( 3.472, -0,884) ( 4,418, 13,148) ( 2,400, 15.1031 ( 2.201, 5,8491 ( 1.558, 1,915) 
0.110. -0,845) ( 1.211, 0 .641) ( 3,097, -0.911 l ( 2. 45 8, 2.0631 ( 5.535, 4.540) ( 4.263, 2. 0 07 I 
0.110. -o.s.:.s, ( l, 211, o. 641 ) ( 2. 3 07, 0,2971 ( 4.245, 2.2471 ( 5.535, 4. 5401 ( 4. 263, 2,007) 
-1.462, 11.743) ( 3.472, -0.88L,) ( 3.150, 2.8701 ( 3.936, 1.65.?I ( 5.535, 4 .5401 ( 4,263, 2,007) 
-1. 41-7, 11,743) ( 3. 4 72, -0.884) ( -0.326, 2.3451 ( 2. 829, 0.7571 ( 5.535, 4.540) ( 4,263, 2.007) 
-1.462, 11.7431 ( 3.472, -0.884) ( 0,736, 7.0421 ( 5. 09 8, 3,4811 ( 5.535, 4.5401 ( 4.263, 2.007) 
-l.462, ll.7431 I 3,472, -o.e.941 ( -13.086, 10.3641 ( 2 •. 999, 2.8441 ( 5.535, 4.540) ( 4.263, 2.001, 
THE FOLLOWING ARE TH~ SOLUTIONS COPFESPONDJNG TO 
F(X,Yl=f ! .27fol, 1,21931 GIX,YI:( 0.2466, 3.94461 
H( X, YI= I 3.1qo1, o.nn I OIX,Yl=I -0.0979, 3.9995) 
MIX,YI AIX,YI BIX,YI CIX,YI DIX,Yl EIX,Yl 
0.110. -0.8451 ( 1. 211, o. 641) ( 0.006, -1.1481 ( 0.287, 3. 5 Bl I ( -0.063, 4.051 l ( 11.203, 59. 590 l 
0.110, -0.1'45) ( 1,211, 0.641 l ( -24.286, -9.0301 ( -4. 720, -5.533) ( -0.063, 4.051) ( 11,203, 59.590) 
-l.462, 11. 743) ( 3.472, -0.884) ( -0.632, 12.3311 ( -0.312, 3. 971 l ( -0.063, 4.0511 ( 11. 203, 59.590} 
-l.462, 11.7431 ( 3,472, -0.8841 ( 1.603, 3,5641 ( 0.281, ">,856 I ( -0.063, 4 .0511 ( 11.203, 59.5901 
0.110, -0.845) ( 1.211, 0,6411 ( -0.256, -o. '+30) ( o. 596, -l.493} ( o. 02 7, 3.7541 ( 1,748, -5.2941 
0.110, -o. 845} ( 1.711, 0,6411 ( 0.623, -1.2071 I 4.464, 5 .869) ( o. 02 7, 3,7541 ( 1, 748, -5.2941 
0.110. -o .8451 ( 1.211, 0.6411 ( ?.869, -0.680) ( 3.509, 0.177 l ( 1,269, 3.8691 ( 3. 714, 1.118) 
o. 110, -o. 84 ~ I ( 1.211. 0. 64 ll ( 2,431, -0.9251 ( 2,589, -0.1781 ( l.269, 3.869) ( 3.714, 1,1181 
-l.462, ll.7431 ( 3.472, -0.8841 ( 2,897, 2. 804) ( 3.257, 2.0361 ( l,269, 3 .869 l ( 3, 714, 1.llfl) 
-l.462, ll.7431 ( 3. 4 72, -0.8841 ( 2.400, 4. 3921 ( 2.459, 3,5281 ( 1,269, 3.8691 ( 3, 714, 1.1101 
O. l!O, -o. 845 I ( 1. ?11 , 0 .641) ( 1.7!>6, 0.5681 ( 0.963, 1.633) ( -1,795, 3,6641 ( 1.323, 2.0461 
0.110, -O.R45l I 1.211, 0.641} f 1 • l 02, 0.4171 I 1.197, 1.994) ( -1.795, 3 .664 l ( 1,323, 2,046 > 
-l.4n2, 11.741) ( ,.472, -0.8841 ( -11.277, 10, 769 I ( 0.287, 1,911 l ( -1.795, 3.664) ( 1.323, 2 .046) 
-1.462, 11. 7431 ! 3.472, -O.R84l ( 5.~01, -I.n3l ( 1.102. 2. l 781 ( -1. 7q5, 3.6641 ( 1.323, 2,046) 
-1,462, 11,743) ( ~.47?, ~0.8841 I 0.051, -O.tf70l ( 1.884, 0.535} ( -l.7Q5, 3.6641 ( 1. 32 3, 2,0461 
-1.462, 11,743) ( 3.472, -0,R841 ( !. 5 01, 3,440) ( -0.215, :, • 784 I ( -l.7'15, ~.664) ( 1.323, 2.046) 
--.J 
~ 
TABLE XIV (continued) 
THE FOLLOWING AFE THE SuLUTIONS COR~ESPONDTNG TO 
F(X,YI=( 1.2761, l .21931 G(X,Yl=I 31.9396, 18.0560) 
HIX,YI=( 0 .1907, 0.87921 OIX,Yl=I -9. 7359, 4.00021 
MIX,YI AIX,YI BIX,YI CIX,YI 
0.110, -0.8451 ( 1.211, 0.6411 I -2.085, -3.9971 I -5.936, Z.Olll 
o. no, -0.8451 ( l. 2ll, 0.6411 I -ll.286, B.4671 I -13. 928, ll ,5291 
-1.462, ll.7431 ( 3 .. 472, -0.8841 ( 3.406, 10.4671 ( -4. c;i59, l.9021 
-1.462, ll.7431 ( 3.472, -0.8841 I 0.996, -3. 3301 I -1.413, 3 ,272 I 
O, llO, -0.8451 ( 1.211, 0.6411 I -0.200, -1.055) I 1.480, 1.487) 
0.110, -0.8451 ( 1. 211, 0,641) ( 2.q63, -9.668) ( -a. 840, 1,8041 
0.110, -0.845) ( l. 211 , 0,641 I ( 1,333, 0,6791 I 6. 033, 4.897) 
0.110. -0.8451 ( 1.211. 0.6411 I 0,650, -l,466) ( 2,129, -o .416) 
-1.46?, 11,7431 ( 3.472, -0.8841 I 3,395, 11.055) I -6.601, -13,994) 
-l.462, 11,7431 ( 3. 472, -0.8841 I 63.612, -75,345) ( 2,610, 4. 735 I 
THE FOLL0WING ARE THE SOLUTIONS CORRESPONDING TJ 
FIX, VI =I 3.6250, -2. 99011 GIX,YI=( 0,8840, 1.50141 
HIX,YI=' -C.920R, 2.g1491 QIX,Yl=I 0.0164, 2.38931 
MIX,YI AIX,YI BIX,Y) CIX,YI 
0,269, -0.'8321 ( 2.756, -o .1641 I -0.276, -0.8291 ( 0.798, 0.103 l 
0,269, -0.8321 ( 2. 756, -0.164) I 0.806, 1.1121 I 3.677, -2 .9731 
5.526, -4.9281 ( 5,694, -5.7471 I 6,670, -6.2931 I 1.329, -0.8241 
5.5?6, -4.9281 I 5,694, -5.7471 I 5.740, -2.187) I -0.478, 2 .6911 
-1. 623, 5.5451 I -1. 079, 4,9581 ( -4.383, 4,889) I -2.791, 0,4231 
-1.623, 5.5451 ( -1.079, 4,9581 ( -4,282, -1.7431 I -3. 540, -7.171) 
-65.064, -43,5271 ( 19.230, 9,8001 I -0.032, -0.717) I -0.574, -1.0011 
0.269, -0.8321 ( 2.756, -0.164) ( l, 117, 0,419) I 1. 718, 3.454) 
0.?69, -0.'1321 ( 2,756, -0.1641 I -1.594, -1.6061 I -0.177, 2,3671 
5.526, -4.928) I 5.694, -5. 747) ( 5,383, -4.902) I 0.419, 2 .385 l 
5,521,, 
-4.'lZ~I ( 5.694, -5.747) ( 5.537, -5.451) 
' 
l.618, 4.5191 
5. 526, -4 .9281 I 5.694, -5.7471 I -1.592,. -4,725) I -3,679, -10.2111 
5. 571,, -4 ,928 I ( c:;. h94, -5.747) ( -12.519, -9. 770) I 0.730, -11.842) 
-1.623, 5.5451 ( -J .079, 4,9581 ( -t.480, 5.1>28) I o. 597, 2,485) 
-l.623, 5,5451 ( -1. 079, 4.9581 ( -2.4.61, 5,3811 I 0,236, 4,3171 
DIX,YI 
I -3.777, 2,8841 
I -3.777, 2,8114) 
I -3.777, 2.8841 
I -3.777, 2,884) 
( 
-2.119, 6.399) 
I -2,119, 6,399) 
I -1.151, 3.015) 
I -1.151, 3 .o 15) 
I -1.151, 3,0151 
I -1.151, 3.0151 
DIX,Y) 
( 5.251, -2.468) 
I 5,251, -2,468) 
I 5,251, -2.4681 
I 5.251, -2 ,4681 
( 5. 251, -2 .4681 
I 5.251, -2.468) 
I 5,251, -2 .468) 
I 0.281, 2,566) 
' 
0,281, 2,566) 
I 0.281, 2.566) 
I 0.281, 2,566) 
I 0,281, 2,5661 
' 
0.2111, 2,566) 
I 0.281, 2,5661 
I 0.281, 7.,5661 
EIX,YI 
I -2.0.01, 4.4221 
I -2.807, 4 .422) 
( 
-2. 807, 4.4221 
I -2.807, 4,4221 
I -14,580, -15.4871 
( -14.580, -15,4871 
( 14,443, 7.9401 
I 14.443, 7.9401 
I 14.443, 7,940) 
I 14,443, 7.9401 
EIX,YI 
( 0.819, 0,262) 
I 0.819, 0.2621 
I 0.819, 0,262) 
I 0,819, 0,262) 
I 0.819, 0.2621 
I 0.819, 0,2621 
I 0.819, 0.2621 
I 3.687, 8.2171 
I 3.687, 8.2171 
' 
3,687, 8,217) 
I 3.687, 8,217) 
I 3,687, 8.217) 
( 3.687, !l,217) 
I 3.687, 8,217) 
I 3.687, 8,2171 
-..J 
Vt 
TABLE XIV (contiriued) 
THF FOLLOWING A~E THE SPLUTIONS CORRESPtiNDING TO 
FIX,Yl=I 3,62'>0, -2,G901) GIX,YI=( -1,1424, 6,0538) 
H(X,Yl=I -0,9208, 2,8149) CIX,Yl=( 0,0163, '>,6100) 
~IX,Yl A(X,Yl B(X,Yl CIX,Yl 
0,269, -0,832) ( 2,756, -0,164) ( 1,074, -0,4551 ( 1, 23 6, 1 ,660 l 
0,269, -0,832) ( 2,756, -0,164) ( 19.681, 5,0871 I -12,687, -11,0381 
5,526, -4,92RI I 5,6G4, -5. 7471 ( 4, 732, -5,061 l ( 3, 038, -5 ,808 I 
5,526, -4,9?81 ( 5,6q4, -5, 74 71 ( 5,353, -5.5361 ( 2,586, -7,7231 
5,526, -4,9281 ( 5.694, -5,747) ( 5,784, -5,0281 ( 4,894, 8 ,429 l 
5,52~. -4.9281 ( 5,694, -5, 7471 ( -0.011, -2,1411 ( 4,296, -5, 7971 
-1.6?3, 5,5451 ( -1,079, 4,9581 ( -1,931, 5,3331 ( 0,882, 5,5331 
-1.623, 5.5451 ( -1,079, 4. 0581 ( -3.026, 7 ,801 l· ( -1.504, 6 .060 I 
0,269, -0,8321 ( 2,756, -0,1641 ( 0.242, -1,820) ( -o. 047, 5 ,4 701 
CJ,269, -0,8321 ( 2,756, -0,1641 ( 2, 5 9?, 2,4011 ( 7,318, 32,4851 
5,526, -4,9281 ( 5.f.94, -5,7471 ( 5, 5 09, -5.0381 ( 0,488, 5 .0111 
5,52"·, -4,9781 ( 5 • 6q4, -5,7471 ( 5,504, -5,6351 ( 2,882, 132,0061 
5,526, -4,9B I ( 5.694, -5,7471 ( 2.~65, -5,4021 ( -0.086, -~.8211 
5,526, -4,9281 ( 5,694, -5.7471 ( 33,778, -0.2201 ( 3,719, -8,2251 
-1,623, 5,5451 I -1. 079, 4,9581 ( -1,589, 5,4831 ( -0.257, b,1331 
-1,623, 5,5451 ( -1,079, 4,9-581 ( -1.352, 5,0211 ( -1 •. 364, 5,8991 
0,2c9, -0,<!321 ( 2,756, -D,i641 I -0,256, 0.2011 ( 1,259, 1 ,452 I 
0,269, -0,8321 ( 2,751>, -o, 1641 ( 2, 3 75, 2,6531 ( 3, 169, 4, 154 I 
5,5?6, -4,9281 I 5,694, -5. 7471 ( 5,729, -5,2621 ( l,665, 2,8271 
5,526, -4,928) ( r.:;. 6-94, -5,7471 I 6,215, -5,9951 ( -3.887, 3 .482 I 
-1,623, 5,5451 ( -1,079, 4, 9581 ( -1.367, 5,4761 ( 1,876, 4. 750 l 
-1,623, 5,5451 ( -1,079, 4,9581 ( -3,098, 7,1691 ( -2.359, 3,8761 
-·65,064, -43,5271 ( 19,230, 9,ROCI I 3,149, 0,4431 I 4, 511, 2 ,496 I 
-65,064, -43,5?71 ( 19,230, 9,800) ( -3,472, 0,2401 ( -2,245, 2,3551 
-65.064, -43,5271 ( 19,2l0, 9, 800 I I -11,825, 5,0221 I -10,835, 1,9501 
-65, 064, -43,5271 ( 19,230, 9.~001 ( -18,765,-570,8461 ( -10,268, 27.7971 
0.269, -0,8371 ( 7.756, -0,1641 ( 2.b49, 0,1411 ( 4,017, 1 , 797 I 
J,269, -0,8321 r 2,756, -0, 1641 ( 4. ""j46, 2,2271 ( 3, 314, 0,5911 
5.526, -4,9281 ( 5,694, -5.7471 ( 3, l 09, -f>,6 · 8 I ( 6, 429, l ,37f! I 
5,526, -4 ,92R I ( 5,6q4, -5.7471 ( 7, 189, -9. '14 7) ( 3,178, -1,5301 
-1,623, 5,5451 ( -1,079, 4,QSPI ( l,404, 5,2681 I 5,367, l • 365 I 
-65,064, -43,5271 ( 19,230, 9, 800 I ( 2, 1 97, 0,4641 ( 3, 03 8, 2. l 69 I 
-65. 064, -43,5271 ! 19,?~o. 9,ROOI ( 157,437, 57,953) ( 2,443, 0,430) 
DIX,YI 
( 0,174, 6,2851 
( 0.1 74, 6,21151 
( 0,174, 6,2851 
( 0,174, 6,2851 
( 0, 174, 6 ,2851 
( 0, 174, 6 ,28':i I 
( 0.1 74, 6,2851 
( 0.174, 6,2851 
( 














-0.144, 5 ,6971 
( 2,207, 5 .8491 
I 2.201, 5,8491 
( 2,207, 5,8491 
( 2,207, 5,8491 
( 2,207, 5,8491 
( 2,207, 5,8491 
I 2,207, 5.11491 
I 2.201, 5,8491 
( 2.201, 5 ,R49 I 
I 2.201, 5,8491 
( 5,535, 4,5401 
( 5,535, 4,5401 
( 5, 535, 4,5401 
( 5,535, 4,5401 
I 5,535, 4,5401 
( 5, 535, 4,5401 







































-0.727, -6. 5771 
-0.727, -6.5771 
-o. 727, -6.5771 
-0.727, -6. 5771 
-2.221, -23,1111 
-2.221, -23,1111 




-2,221, -23,111 I 






1, 55 8, 1,9151 
1,558, 1,9151 
1,558, 1, 915 I 











TABLE XIV ( continuJd) 
T~E FOLLOWING ARf THE St!LUTIOI\IS CORRESPONDING TO 
F(X,YI=( 3.6250, -2.99011 GIX,Yl=I o. 2466, 3.94461 
HIX,Yl=I -0.920~. .!.~1491 QIX,Yl=I -0.0979, 3.99951 
M(X,YI ~ I X,Y I BIX,YI CIX,YI DIX,YI EIX,YI 
o.26Q, -0.8321 I 2.756, -0.1641 I -0.698, -2.7161 I -0.480, 3.8551 ( -0.063, 4.0511 ( 11.203, 5 ,.590 I 
0.269, -0.8321 I z.756, -0.1641 I I. 5 74, 1.2901 ( 2. 397, 10.1051 ( -o. 063, 4.0511 I 11,203, 59.590 I 
,. 526, -4.P81 I ~.644, -5, 7471 I 5. 45 l, -4,9611 I 0.000, 3.8571 ( -0,063, 4,0511 I 11,203, 59,590) 
5. '">2h, -4.'12RI I 5.~94, -5.7471 I 5,551, -5,5561 I 1,382, 12.3271 ( -0,063, 4,0511 I 11, 203, 59,5901 
5,526, -4,9281 I 5.694, -5.7471 I 1,351, -5.2161 ( -1,970, -9,6931 I -0,063, 4,0511 I 11,203, 59,5901 
5.526, ~4.92RI I 5,694, -5. 74 71 ( -80,547, -30.2631 I 3.003, -9.8411 I -0,063, 4 ,0511 I 11, 203, 59,5901 
-J.623, 5.5451 I -1. 079, 4.9581 I -1.508, 5.5761 I 0. l 76, 3.9441 I -0.063, 4 .0511 ( 11,203, 59.590 I 
-1.623, 5.5451 I -1,079, 4. 95111 I -1.432, 5.5211 I 0.021, 4 ,6951 I -0,063, 4,0511 I 11. 203, 59.5901 
-1.623, 5.5451 I - I. 079, 4.9581 I -1.897, 5.3721 I -o. 727, 5,2681 I -0.063, 4 .0511 I 11,203, 59.5901 
-1.623, 5.5451 I -1.079, 4.958) I -1.380, 5.5141 ( 0.023, 4.8811 I -0,063, 4,0511 I 11.203, 59,5901 
o.269, -0.8321 I 2.756, -0,1641 ( 1,406, -3,1251 I 1.577, -2.8221 ( 0,027, 3,7541 ( 1, 748, -5,2941 
0,269, -0.8321 I 2,756, -0.1641 I 1,826, -2.4981 I 1,675, -2,1781 ( 0,027, 3,7541 I 1, 7411, -5,2941 
o.2~<1. -0,8321 I 2, 756, -0.1641 I 1,506, -0.6841 ( 1.234, '-0.000 I I 0,027, 3,754) I 1, 748, -5.2941 
o.P,9~ -O,R321 I ?. 751:,, -0.1641 I -3.907, -4,6781 I -0,683, -3.5441 I 0,027, 3,7541 ( 1,748, -5,2941 
5.'S26', -4.9281 I 5,694, -5,7471 I 5.740, -5,2671 I 3,561,, -0,6391 I 0.021, 3,7541 I 1,748, -5 ,2941 
5.52n, -4 .9281 I ~.6<14, -5.7471 I -6,666, -3,686,l I 5,031, -6 ,080 I ( 0,027, 3,7541 I 1. 748, -5,2941 
-1.623, 5.5451 I -1.079, 4,9581 I -1,621, 5.4941 I -1,348, 5,4991 ( 0,027, 3,7541 ( 1,748, -5.2941 
-1.&2?, 5.5451 I -1. 079, 4.<1581 I -1.659, 5,1691 I 0.220, 4.0741 ( 0,027, 3,7541 I 1,748, -5,2 '!+ I 
0,26'l, -o .832 l I 2, 756, -0.1641 I 5,747, -4,8361 I 3,774, 1,9241 I l,269, 3,8691 ( 3,714, 1,118! 
0.21:,g, -o.1n21 I 2. 7''>t,, -o, 164) I 2.826, 2.6581 ( 2. 754, 3 .8331 ( 1,269, 3,8691 I 3.714, l, 1181 
5.526, -4.9281 I 5,694, -5.7471 I 3.662, -9.6361 I 3,720, -3,4731 I 1,269, 3,8691 ( 3,714, 1,1181 
5,526, -4.9281 I 5.694, -5. 7471 I 7,245, -8.7551 ( 11.562, -5 ,3351 ( 1,269, 3,8691 ( 3. 714, 1,1181 
-1.623, 5.5451 I -1.079, 4, 9581 I -0,343, 4,9141 ( 7.546, -3.5591 ( l,269, 3.8691 I 3,714, 1,1181 
-1.623, 5.5451 ( -1. 079, 4,9581 I 7.397, -5.4771 I 1,332, 6 .623 I ( 1,269, 3,R691 ( 3.714, 1,1181 
-65.01:,4, -43.5271 I 1°.230, 9. 800 I I 3.789, 2,8831 ( 3,660, 4.2081 ( 1,269, 3 ,8691 ( 3.714, l.!lR) 
0.26'l, -0.8321 ( 2.756, -0.1641 I 0,132, -0,132) I 1,359, 1.9241 ( -l.795, 3 ,6641 I 1,323, 2,0461 
0.21,9, -0.832) ( 2.756, -0.11:,41 I 1.287, 2. 5981 I 0.074, 3,5591 I -1,795, 3 ,6641 I 1,323, 2,0461 
5. 521,, -4.<1281 ( 5.6Q4, -5,7471 I 5,869, -5.4631 I 0.972, 2, 110 I I -1,795, 3 ,6641 I 1,323, 2,0461 
5. 526. -4.9281 ( 5.oq4, -5.7471 I 6,492, -6.2601 I 0,844, l. 020 l I -1.795, 3,6641 ( 1,323, 2,0461 
-1.623,- 5.5451 I -1.079, 4,9581 I -2.953, 5,0851 ( -0,592, 2 ,639 I I -1.795, 3.6641 ( 1,323, 2,0461 
-1. 623, 5 .5451 I -1.079, 4, 958 I I -2.731, 7.065) I 2. 730, 5.245) I -1.795, 3,6641 I 1.323, 2.046) 
-65. Of,4, -43.5271 I 1<;.230, 9. ~00 I I 1,050, 0.937) ( l,633, 3.3521 I -l.795, 3.6641 ( 1.323, 2,0461 
-65.064. -43.~;?7) I 10.?30, 9.~001 I -13.127,-167.2041 I -1.249, 2,0701 I -1,795, 3.6641 I 1.323, 2.046) 
--.J 
--.J 
TABLE XIV _ ( continued) 
THE FOLLOWING ARE THE SOL UT IONS CORRESPONDING TO 
FIX,YI=( ,.6250, -2."'9011 G(X,Yl=I 31.9396, 18.05601 
H(X,YI=( -0.<>20~. 2.81491 Q(X,Yl=I -9.7359, 4.00021 
M(X,YI A(X,YI Bl X, YI C(X,YI 
0.269, -0.8321 I 2.756, -0.164 I ( -l.821, 1.7051 ( -4. 589, 7.364.1 
0.269, -0.8321 I 2.756, -0.1641 I -3.689, 4.6911 I -4.454, 2.3711 
-1.621, 5,5451 I -1.079, 4.9581 I -1 .1 32, 5.6781 ( -4.693, 1,3071 
-1.623, 5.5451 ( -1.079, 4.9581 ( -3,825, 7,9411 ( -1.515, 2. 729 I 
-65.064, -43.527) ( 19.230, 9.ROO I I -60.423, -22,6421 I -5.436, 2.6791 
-65.064. -43.5~71 I l9.230, 9.8001 ( -5.066, -4. 733 I ( -1.299, l .128 I 
o.?69, -0.832) ( 2.756, -0.1641 ( -0.623, -1.oaa I ( l. 370, 2.0291 
0.269, -0 .R32) ( 2.756, -0.1641 I 4.429, -l.0431 I ll,387, 3.6421 
5.526, -4. 92 8) ( 5.694, -5.7471 ( 5.712, -4.7021 I 9,210, 19.1731 
5.526, -4.921:11 I 5.1,<>4, -5.7471 ( 5.1>19, -5.3851 ( -0.969, -12.0921 
5.526, -4.9281 ( 5.1'94, -5.747) ( 3.554, -3.5731 ( l. 91 8, -4. 734) 
5.526, -4.9281 ( 5.694, -5. 7471 ( -0,500, -0.3831 ( 2. 616, -5 .520 I 
-1.6:?3, 5.5451 ( -1.079, 4.958) ( -1.402, 5.614) ( 0 •. 905, 7.0671 
-1.6?3, 5.5451 ( -1.079, 4.9581 ( -1.178, 5.8801 ( 0. 795", 7 .496 I 
-1.6?3, 5.5451 I -!.079, 4.9581 ( -1.044, 5. 709 I I 1. 543, 5.8901 
-1.623, 5.5451 ( -1.079, 4,9581 ( -1.706, 2.7351 ( -0.209, t, .9431 
-65.064, -43.5271 I 19.230, 9.8001 I -48.781, -34.5241 ( -1.185, 1.3841 
-1. 623, 5.5451 ( -1.079, 4. 9581 ( . -1.296, 5.7751 I 2.855, -0.0131 
-1.623, 5.5451 ( -1.079, 4•9581 ( -3.793, 4.9021 I l • 015, 4. 543 I 
-65.064, -43.527) I 19.230, 9.8001 ( -o. 012, -6.9191 ( 5.448, -0.0091 
-65.064, -43.5271 ( 19.230, 9.i!OO I (-105.901, -10,1471 I -16,768, 6 .1271 
TOT~L NU~R"F OF MECHANISMS= 156 
OIX,YI 
I -3.777, 2.8841 
I -3.77"7, 2. 8841 
I -3. 7~7, 2.8841 
I -3.777, 2.8841 
I -3.777, 2.8841 
I -3.777, 2.R841 







I -2.119, 6. 3991 






-2.119, 6. 3991 








-1.151, 3 .0151 
I -1.151, 3.015) 
EIX,YI 
I -2. 807, 4.4221 
I -2. 807, 4.4221 
I -2.807, 4.4221 
( 




-2. 8"07, 4.4221 
( -14.580, -15.4871 
I -14.580, -15.4871 
I -14.580, -15.4HI 
I -14,580, -15.4871 
( 
-14.580, -15.4871 
I -14,580, -15.4871 
( -14.580, -15,4871 
( -14,580, -15,4871 
( 
-14.580, -15.4871 
I -14,580, -15.4871 
I -14.580, -15.4871 
( 14.443, 7.9401 
( 14,443, 7.940) 
I 14.443, 7.9401 
( 14.443, 7,94 Cl 
--J 
00 
Figure 14. Non-Orthagonal Rectilinear 
Paths of Rigid Bodies 
79 
translations. As pointed out by Hain [47], the mechanism of case 2 
cannot be used for this purpose. However the eight-link mechanism 
of Figure 11 (Hain's eight-bar) can be used to generate two recti-
linear translations (approximated by five precision positions). 
When two rectilinear motions are prescribed then step (1) of 
case 1 of the preceding section fails to provide a solution. Hence 
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the pivots C and D (Figure 11) will have to be specified in all 
positions. Thus the rectilinear translations are specified by specify-
ing positions of C and Don two straight lines of arbitrary orientation 
in XY-plane. Obviously then the last 4 positions of Dare fixed once 
the 5 positions of C, the first position of D and the Slope of the 
axis of translation by D, are prescribed. 
The synthesis procedure then is to start at equation (6-3) and 
follow through the procedure of the case 1. 
Examples are given in Tables X:v and XV'I for general orientation of 
axes of translations, and for the case when these axes are at right 
angles to each other. 
Numerical Solutions 
The nature of the input specifications, to the problem, namely 
the motion of two rigid bodies, determines the number of real solutions 
that exist. The synthesis procedure presented in this paper has been 
found to be highly sensitive in terms of numerical computations. 
Hence a small change in input data may reflect in a significant change 
in the number and values of the solutions. 
TABLE .X!l 
NON-cRTHA.GONAL RECTILINEAR MOTION GENERATION 
OFSIG~ SPECIFICATIONS 
5.50000 1.87542 3.00000 9.00000 
7.00000 2.74145 2.93184 9.10224 
8.25000 3.46314 3.04487 8. 93270 
9.25000 4.04049 3.25032 8.62452 
10.00000 4.47350 3.47960 8.28059 
·A F< c 0 MECHANISM PARAMETERS 
Al 4.4795970, 5.5232760) M( 7. 1203610, 2. 8278800) 
B( 4.4797220, 5.5232350) El 5.5003370, 1. 8750780) 
F( 21.9265800, 29.14622001 H{ 2. 9999850, 8.9999470) 
1 GI 4.4858550, 5.45368901 Q( 7.2309370, 2.58385?01 
2 GI 4.5554190, 9.3006890) Q( 1206. 5790000, 485. 75700001 
? Gf 4. 7643280, 1.'79566901 0{ 457.3010000, -991.39200001 
4 I';( P .21 lf:770, 6.13629lb l 0(17358.4600000,-5671.57000001 
2 F( 2.9996660, 9.0001540) H( -23.6311100, 10.6214700) 
ND SOLUTION EXISTS FOR THIS STEP 
? R( 7.3905640, 3.1676790) El 942.5063000,-1423.98000001 
NO SrLUTION EXISTS FOR THIS STEP 
TOTAL NUMBER 8~ ~ECHANISMS= 4 ~ 
TABLE·XVI 
CRTHAGONAL RECTILINEAR MOTION GENERATION 
DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS 
1.12000 2.61600 3.00000 8 .00000 
., 
8.10000 3.15500 3.12920 7.76509 
a.80000 3.54000 3. 28 -466 7.48244 
9.00000 3.65000 3.34000 7.38181 
.w •• 
9.10000 3.70500 3.36967 1. 32787 
A B c 0 MECHANISM PARAMETERS 
l Al 5.0248365, 4.7095~57J Ml 6.6531744, -0.7282295) 
l S( 4.9455376, 4. 7458305) E( 6.9127111, 2.7505140) 
1 F( 2.4233513, 8. 1oso28s J HC 2.8317394, 8. 1005707) . 
l G( 3.8780479, 5.2769.423) Q( 5.2961884, -7.0173798) 
2 Gl 4.6314974, 8.5260105) Q( -18. 62954 71 , 7.4687958) 
3 G( 4.0881462 I 6.1378508 J Q( 4.8968658, 2.8755960) 
4 GC 2.1588707, 7.1032982) Q(-1225.5361328,-1239.6735840) 
2 F( 3 .1103745, 7.8229561) H( 5.2408028, 6. 31231.91) 
1 G( -18.166915CJ, -7.04116ift.4) Q( -94. 7713013, -51.98011781 Rs 
TABLE XVI (continued) 
Z BC 17.8779144, -l.2271080J El -18.1394958, 19.08589171 
1 FC -18.7903137, l9.5992737l H( -23.3330383, 25.42515561 
l GC -21.1170197, 21.91754151 QI -19.3949738, lb.48910521. 
2 GC -21.2689819, 15.9870214) Q' -25.4951324, 53.1376038) 
3 G( -20.994bl36, 26 .17568971 QI 23.6680756, 33. 7428589) 
4 1 G.( . -24. 704544i. 23. 3363342) Q(********"'**** .............. , 
2 fl -0.7833710, 6.038.1937) HI 18.9919586, 28.85073851 
1 GC -5.0429974, 28.2994232) wl -3.3313627, 28.b808777J 
3 f( 98.084.6405, -69.2855377) HI 39.1222992, -28.65956121 
NO SOLUTION EXISTS FOR THIS STEP . 
3 Bl 1.2032118, 6.4871778) EC -17.2281342, -21.576095-6) 
l f( -14.5098705, -18.6635590) H( -19.1263580, -12.85006711 
1 GI -16 •. 7168427, -15.2465487 I QC -15 .7811289, -17.15098571 
2 G( -16.8232574, -23.8723602) QI -21.0498047, 12.8332815) 
3 GC -16.8984528, -12.05236821 Q( -99.7919312, -29.24479681 
4 GC -15.171t2201, -12.35'+1565) Q( 572.07.32422, -20.45239261 
2 fl 26.8932648, 28. 3471936J HC .38.5187378, 20.14430241 
1 GC 35.91238:'tO, 15.894531.01 QC 35.8176422, 15.7073259) 
2 GC 18.803.3752, 34.11851tS51 QC 26.6463776, 27.5249786) 
.3 f( 12.8277435, 10.3883972) HC -154. 7090302, 156. 8157959) 
1 Gl 13.6295271, -19.2047577) Q( 18.4477081, -25.8884735) 
2 GC -78.2328033, 1~8.1645355) Q( -ZOb. 5969696, 129. 78576661 
4 FC 15.4934692, 9.307098'tl H( -509.7094727, 46't.lt2871091 
1 G( 7.3531170, -93.95899961 Qt ll.9751377, -100.5644073l 
2 G( -44.2729181, l'tl.02545171 QI -,u. 5277252, 138.3122711.t 
4 8( 4.4821119, 9.26257421 E(*************,-6525.6718750) 
NO SOLUTION EXISTS FOR THIS STEP 
2 A( 5.2629747, 8.6912489) Ml -15.8625507, 5.66011051 
1 Bf 5 .4048338, 8. 7681.76U El 7.2373228, 2. 7 3758221 
1 FC 3.1495581, 8.01761251 HC 3.1530294, 8.14590261 
l G( 7.0802708, 12. 37759111 QC 6. 8425140, 12.0862.$851 
2 GC 7.3920298, 9.864102~1 Q( 8.2261200, 10.1557.6171 
3 GC 7.6212358, 8.1060c.l9U Ql 7 .84959.ftl, 8.044067'tl 
4 G( 2.9823599, 8.0281086) QI 568.1801758, 325.34960941 
2 FC 3.1559677, 8.0839033) Hl 3.61t74543, 8.74757001 
1 GC 43.6849518, 157.2257385) QC 43.3576050, 156.72879031 
2 Gl 156.6084900, -42.64476011 QI 157.1670227, -42.6547089) 
3 GC -l8. llt45313, -3.2673693) QC 4264 .9726563, 2352.10180061 
2 -61 -8.8748236, 1.0121088) E( 5.4865942, -21. 79988101 
1 fC 5 e 7475061, -28.05912781 Hl 1.5416508, -22. 578,)9911 
1 Gl 3. 70.89415, -23.9734955) QC 4.2569151, -24.755H•U 
2 GI 3.8209581, -21.87849431 QI -3.1527939, -22.84655161 




































TABIE XVI (continued) 
G( 0.2711420, -26. 0.83297 7J Q( 4346.6679688, 7991.64453131 
f( 
-37 .1966553, 12.3009338) H( -41.5668640, 14. 81326291 
G( -44.3781891, 13.6999350.) Q( -44.2296143, 13.82293891 
G( -39.4190063, 10.7506399) Q( -34.0632324, 4.6151094) 
G( -43.5073242, 13 .1608725 J Q( -59.9738312, - 5. 4430494) 
Gl -43.2411346, 13.5637512) · Q( 405.8435059, 462.50683591 
f( 
-19 .4560699, -4.1752777) H( -71.6337128, -64. 8084717) . 
Gl -8. 8502016, 19.4733429) Q( -10.1776733, 18.2213593J 
G( 76.3538208, -83. 28056341 Q( 77.3866730 I -83.25355531 
f( -13 .1584253, 3.62443541 HC.., 3401. 4035645.,-4 542. 18 75000) 
NO SOLUTION EXISTS FOR THIS STEP e, 
-38.5817413, -.14. 9216204) El -4J,. 7082825, -ll.9360781) 
f( -37 .lt479218, -13 • 7069407 J H( -5 .1921234, 23. 55656"t3J 
G( -U,.4289246, 5.1072226) QC -17 .4900970, 3.949931U 
GC -46.0659637, 1.3251791.J Q( 9899.5117188, 5464.37500001 
f( 
-40.8550720, -12.2910604) H, -42.5473938r -9.355972-3) 
G( -•H. 7284698, -11.ara.z19n Ql -110.3199310r 635 •. 36181~1 
f( -43 .1706390, -U.3UlU21 IU -60. 6361389r s.<J11sn.n. 
GI -51.0357056, -3.2878466) Q( -48.4966583, - 7 .• 0599203) 
G( 
-69.6023407, 62. 84 7137 5) Ql -63.42477•2, 32.8132629J 
G( -58.836654-11 7 .0053253) QC-1396.2216797, -654.2307129J 
A( 4.8089981, 1.88067911 H( -131.5706329, 982.1264648) 
BC 2.0167685, 0.2926464J EC 4.3681507, l.0456810J 
f( 0 .2124643, 6.5022058) H( o. 0814085, 5. 4481468) 
GC 45.8052673, 30. 5799561 J QC 16 .6187897, H.930401t7l 
GC 10.1879282, u. 0766535J Q.! -723.1223145, -390.6437988J 
IH 8.1874905, 3.7719173) El 10.4499969, 4.4862051) 
NO SOLUTION EXISTS FOR THIS STEP 
A( 4.9615355, 1. 9"02952) MC 360. 6582031,-2111.4on1on 
BC 7.5752068, 2.6127977) EC 9.749oaa3, 3.2928286) 
NO SOLUTION EXISTS FOR THIS STEP 
8( 3. 7517309, -12.5805917 J El 5.8789616, -u. 9b40112) 
fl 1.8935719, -6.55~6932) H( 9.3391886, 2.2909451) 
NO SOLUTION EXISTS FOR THIS STEP 
fl 4.ltl37297, -ll .1295366) Hl 1. 77427 39, - 6. 5848598J 
GI 3.8607893, -9. Oll l 704J Q( 4.8823318, -11.49744-22) 
G( 3 .8121834, -ll.2779579J Q( e. 3312140, -31. 75854't9J 
G( ~.9958172, -5 .89132791 QC -17 .3203888, -9.07227131 
G( 0.4384584, -9. 31252001 Q( 880.5239258, 1262.3259277) 
TOT Al NUMBER OF MECHANISMS= 49 ~ 
.J:"-
Interpretation of the Tables of Numerical Solution 
Table XIII shows the design specifications and the 93 mechanisms 
obtained. The letters A, B, C, D and E correspond to the step a, b, 
c, d and e of the synthesis procedure illustrated in Figure 12. The 
number under these letters identify the particular mechanism param-
eters obtained for that step. For each step there may exist as 
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many as four solutions. Hence a complete mechanism may be obtained 
be combining together the design parameters one from each, associated, 
step. Symbolically for Table XIII, 
Mechanism (A,B,C,D,E) 
For example 
C(x, y) D(x, y) 
A(x, y) M(x, y) 
= B(x, y) E(x, y) 
F(x, y) H(x, y) 
G(x, y) Q(x, y) 
C(l.2761459, 1.2192926) 
A(l.2113590, 0.64].2295) 








Obviously the total number of solutions is the sum of the number 
of entries in column E. 
Table XIV is self-explanatory. 
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Table YJJ shows the 4 mechanisms obtained for non-orthogonal 
rectilinear translations problem. In the input data the exact expres-
sion for FY is, 
GY = tan (30°) ex - 1.3 
and the slope of the line of translation of the point D is -1. 5. 
Table YJJI shows the 49 mechanisms obtained for orthogonal recti-
linear translations problem. The numerical results in Tables YJJ and 
YJJI are presented in the same manner as in Table XIII. In the two 
problems of rectilinear translations the 2nd through 5th positions of 
the pivot Dare computed from the first position of D, the five 
positions of the pivot C and the slope of translation of D (which is 
-1.5 in the example of Table YJJ). 
CHAPTER VII 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
This work provides a generalized approach to the dimensional 
synthesis of multi-loop planar mechanisms. The synthesis technique 
is illustrated by considering two eight-link mechanisms for the 
following types of synthesis problems: 
(1) Coupler Point-Path Generation, 
(2) Coupler Point-Path Generation coordinated with the Angular 
Displacements of Input Link, 
(3) Coupler Point-Path Generation coordinated with the Angular 
Displacements of Input and Output Links, 
(4) Rigid Body Guidance, 
(5) Rigid Body Guidance coordinated with the Angular Displacements 
of the Input Link, 
(6) Rigid Body Guidance coordinated with the Angular Displacements 
of the Input and Output Links, 
(7) Coordination of the Angular Displacements of Input and Output 
Links, 
(8) Generation of Two Coupler Point-Paths, 
(9) Simultaneous Non-Rectilinear Motion Generation of two Rigid 
Bodies: 
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Case 1. Synthesis of Hain's Eight-Link Mechanism, 
Case 2. Synthesis of the Eight-Link Mechanism having Five Links 
in each of its loops, 
(10) Simultaneous Rectilinear Motion Generation of two Rigid Bodies. 
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The other 69, out of 71, eight-link mechanisms can be synthesized 
using the proposed generalized approach. 
The general synthesis procedure has three steps: 
(1) Identification of the angles that should be treated as unknown 
parameters in the synthesis equations. 
(2) Derivation of the system of design equations by imposing 
kinematic constraints to insure one degree of freedom mechanism. 
(3) Numerical solution of the system of design equations. 
The design equations obtained in step (2) are highly nonlinear 
and transcendental in nature. The number of these equations depends 
upon the functional specifications. For example, for the synthesis 
problem of path generation, for 21 precision positions, there are 
100 synthesis equations. Similarly for other problems different 
number of equations are obtained. Table IV shows, for the first 
eight design problems, the relationship between the number of 
precision positions and various other parameters like the number of 
design equations, number of unknown variables, etc. 
In the case of multiple rigid bodies guidance problem it is 
possible to linearize the system of nonlinear equations by invoking 
the principle of linear superposition. In this case, the resulting 
equations can be solved in a closed form to obtain all theoreti-
cal.1y possible solutions. This type of linearization is not possible 
in other cases if more than five precision conditions are specified. 
In those cases the equations are to be solved numerically on a 
computer. For this purpose the problem of solving nonlinear algebraic 
equations has been converted into an optimization problem which has 
been solved by using Marquardt numerical technique. This numerical 
technique has been found capable of providing good convergence with 
reasonably good initial guesses for the unknown parameters. 
The present work 
(a) provides a general approach to synthesize planar mechanisms 
with revolute pairs, 
(b) contributes mathematical approach to calculate the maximum number 
of precision conditions than can be specified for a variety of 
functional specifications, 
(c) reveals the practicability of Marquardt's numerical technique to 
solve synthesis equations, 
(d) provides a "segmented approach" to synthesize eight link mech-
anisms for multiple rigid bodies guidance by splitting the 
synthesis problem into a number of identical and simple problems. 
In addition, the proposed linearized approach yields all possible 
solutions which are capable of performing the same job. From a 
practical standpoint the designer can have his own choice on the 
basis of some desirable characteristics like transmission, space 
requirements, etc. 
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A GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF PARAMETERS USED IN PROGRAMS OTHER • 
• 
• THAN THE TWO RIGIC BODIES GUIDANCE PROGRA~S * 
NE,KZ - NO. OF ECUATIONS/VARIBLES * 
NITER - MAX. NO. OF ITERATIONS PERMITTED * 
* NP - NO. OF PRECISION POINTS * 
NN - NO. OF ANGULAR DISPLACEMENTS INN~NP-11 * 
SPAR - DEFINED IN SUSROUT!NE SOLVEPl~QTI * 
XP,Y!' - COORDINATES OF COUPLER POINT •p• * 
XS,YS - COORDINATES OF COUPLER. POINT •s• * 
• ICON - ERROR MESSAGE DESCRIBED IN· SUBROUTINE SOLVEl~QTI • 
* l - ARRAY OF UNKNOW,CS * 
• PF - ARRAY OF RESIDUALS * 
• • 
• * * * • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • * • * • • • • • * 
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. 
PURPOSE 
TO DESIGN EIGHT LINK P4ECHANISM FOR POINT PATH GENERATION 
lNPUf DATA 
CARO t. KZ,NE,NJTEl\,NN,NP WITH 513 
CARO 2. SPAR WITH 4F}O.O 
CA.RD 3. l WITH 8F1'11.0 
CA.RD It. XP,YP- WITH SFlo.o 
SUM OUT INES I\EQUl HO 
SU~ROUTJNE SDLVE(MRCT) 
•••••••• * ••• * •••••••••••••••• 
DOUBLE PPECISICN P ,ZM(N,QI,Z,DE,l''IAX 
CO>'.MDN XP(21),YP{211,NN 
DIMENSION l(l001,\'tl001,PFl1001 
Dl"4ENSf0P( on 100, lOOt ,OE HOO 1 
DlMENSlo.N· lMlNI 100) ,ZMAXC 100. ,SPAR HJ 
1 FORMAT(5131 












.... FORMATtlOX,•tCON• 1 ,13-,5X, 1 NO. OF lTR ••,t3,5X,'R!:StOV.at..,.t,Dl3.61 
PPG 0080 
PPG 00~0 
PPG 0100 5 FORMATtlOX, 1 STARrl~G 1-!ECHAfHSIIIII ••••',l-,81Fl3.5,"') I 
6 FORHATllOX,' PRECISION P'BtNTS •••'·,-/,8(Fl3.1,3X)J 
7 FOR1'1ATflOX, 1 PESlOUALS ••• •,/,8lE13.5,3XJI 






00 9 J.-1,KZ 
ZMINltt•-260. 
ZMAXt 11• HO. 
REAOIK"·,21( SPAR(J1,J•l,4J 
00 10 t•l,NE 
10 Y{I l•O.O 
REAOIK~,3 llZtil,1•1,k.ZI 
WRJTEIKW, 5 ti Z( I 1, 1•1, KZ I 
M•O 
1'.EAOCK\, 31 IXPtJl,YP(J1,J•l,-PJ 
WRIH{ICW,61 lXP(Jl,YP(Jl,J:zl,NPJ 
11 CALL SOL VE-(KZ ,NE, M, (COti,K-Ellfl, Z, ZHIN,IMAX,Y ,PF,P, SPA.P, Cl ,OE, KW, 
• NITER,OSIG) 
Wit. I TE(KW,41 IC(,N, M, P 
WRITE(KW,IU tl(Jl,J•l,KZl 
WRITE(KW,7 )(PFCJl,J•l,NEI 
lFIM,EQ.NlTE?J GO TO 12 
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END 
SUBROUTINE DESIGNIKZ,Z,NE,EO,P,NAZI 




IFINAZ,GT,01 GO TO 2 
00 l l=l,NE 
DO l J=l,KZ 
P([,J)•O.O 
GG=57,29578 
BC!• I Z 151-ZI 711 *I ZI 51-ZH I l+I Zl61-Z 181 l*lll 61-Z 18J I 
FEl• I Z! 131-ZI 1111*1 ZI 131-ZI 111 I +I ZI 141-Z I 12 I I *I ZI 141-ZI 1211 
FPl•l 71131-XP( 111 *I ZI 131-XP( 111 +I ZI 141-YPI l U*l ll 141-TP I 111 
EPl• I ZI 111-XPll I 1 *I Zl ll 1-XP 1111 +I ZI 121-YPI l I l•I Zl 121-YP 111 I 
GHl= I Z( 151-Z 117 l 1 •I Z 115 l~Zll 711 +I Z 1161-Zl 18 II *I Z1161-ZI 1811 
















Dfl2•-S I NI FI 
OGIZ•-SINIGI 
VT• 1. 0-0Tl 1 
VF•l,0-DFll 
DT13• ZI ll•VT-Zl21*DT12 
Dfl3• lll91*VF-Zl201*Dfl2 
0123• Z 12 I *VT+Z ll l*OTlZ 
DF23= llZOl*VF+ZI 191*Dfl2 
AXN• DTll*Zf31+DTl2*Zl41+DTl3 
AYN•-DT12*ZI 31+DT ll*Zllt l+DT23 
8XN• nnl•Zl51+DT12•Zl6l+DT13 
BYN=-0112*1 I 5 l+DT ll*Z I 6 l+OT2 3 
DXN= 0Fll*Z19l+DF12*ZIIDl+Ofl3 
DY~·-nfl z•z 191 +DF ll*Z I 10 I +OF23 
GXN• l'lFll*ZI l5l+DF12*Z( 16l+OF13 
GYN•-Df 12*1115 I +DF ll*l( 161 +DF23 
DG13•AXN-0Gl l*Z 131-DGIZ*Z ( 41 
DG23=AYN+DG12*Z ( 31-DG ll*Z 141 
OBI 3•0XN-0Bll*Z 191-DBIZ*Z 110 I 
DBZ3•0VN+OB12*Z 191-0Bll*Z I lO I 
FXN• DGll*Zll31+DG12*Z(lltl+DG13 























































80/80 l.1 ST 
OOOOOOOOO! l ll l ll ll l222222222233333333H44"4441t41tlt,555555555666666666671777777778 







EQ( 11=1 BXN-CXNI *IBXN-CXN)+( 8YN-tYNI *I BYN-CYNI-BCl 
EQIJl I• I FXN-EXN l*IFXN-EXNl+I FYN-EYNl*IFYN-EYNI-FEl 
EOI J2 I= I FXN-XPI J 11*1 FXN-XP I J 11+ I FYN-YP( JI I *I FYN-YP( J 11-FPl 
EQIJ3l=IEXN-XPIJll*IEXN-XPIJll+IEYN-YPIJll*IEYN-YPIJII-EPI 
FOIJ4l•IGX~-HXNl*IGXN-HXNl+IGY~-HYNl*(GYN-HYNI-GH1 
(Fl NAZ' ,GT, 01 GO TO~ 
XI 11 •BXN-CXN 
Vil I =BYN-CYN 
XI 2 I =FXN-EXN 
Y(2JcFYN-EYN 










DO 3 tt•l, 1 
IN•l+NN*lll-ll 
Pl IN, I l•X( lll*VT+YI II l*DTlZ 
Pl IN,21=-XI I ll*DT!2+YI 11 l*YT 
IA•l l*l li-11/2+2 
· [Ocl+~N*I IA-lt 
P( 10,31• X(IAl*Dl+YI IAl*D2 
Pl ID ,41•-XI Ul*DZ+YI CAI *DI 
I B• IA-1 
IP•l+~•I IS-11 
PIIP,91•-XIIBl*D3-YIIBl*D4 





Pl I ,51= XI ll*DTll-Yll l*DT12-Zl51+l171 
Pl 1,61• XI ll*OT12+YI l l*DT11-Zl6l+ll81 
P( I, 71 =-XI 11 *OB ll +Y ll l*0812+Z 151-Z I 71 
Pl I,~ l•-X( ll •OB12-YI l l*OAll+Z 161-l I 81 
P(J'.\,-lJ:s-P(J3,QI 
P(J3, 10t•-P(J3,10t 
PI JI, I !I •-XI 2 l*OB!l+YI? l*DB12+ZI 131-Z Ill I 
PI J!, 111 • XI 4l*D~l l-Yl4 l*DB12-ZI 11 l+XPI 11 
0 1Jl,121•-Xl21*0Al2-Yl2l•DBll+Zll41-Z(l21 
PIJ3,l21• Xl4l*DB12+Yl4l*D8ll-Zll2l+YPl11 
Pl JI, Bl• XI 2 l*DG_ll-Yl2 l*DG12-Zll31 +Z I 111 
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P IJl, 141 = XI 2 l*DG12+Y 12 l*DGll-Z I 141 +Z I 121 
PI J2, 141 • XI 3 l*DG12+Y 13 I *DGll-Z I 141 +YPI 11 
PI J4, 151 • XI 5 l*OF 11-Y 15 l*DF12-Z I 151 +Z I 171 
PIJ4, l6 I• Xl51*Dfl2+Yl5l*OF11-ZI 161+2 I 181 
Pl J4, l 71 •-XI 51 *DGll +Y (5 l*OG12+Z 1151-Z tl 71 
PIJ4,l81•-Xl51*DG12-Y(51*0Gll+Zll61-Zll81 
00 4 K=l,2 
IQ=l+NN*IK-ll 
IR .. J+NN*(K+2) 
IC=K+3 
PI IQ, 191 •- XI KI *VF-YI K l*DF 12 
PUR,!9l• XI ICl*VF+Y(ICl*Ofl2 
P(IQ,201= XIKl*Dfl2-YIO*VF 
4 PIIR,201•-XIICl*DflZ+YltCl*VF 
05•2 I 131 *DGl 2-Z 1141 •ota 1-213 l•DG12+Z( 41*0Gl l 
06•Z I l3I*DG11+21141 *DG12-ll 3 I •DGll-Z I 41 *OG12 
PIJl,Jll• Xl21*05+YIZl*06 
PIJ2,Jll• Xl3l*D5+Y131*06 
D7=Z I l 7 I *OG12-Z I 181 *DGI 1-ZI 3 I *DGll+Zl 41 *OGll 
08=2 I 171 *DGll+ZI 181 *DGl 2-ZI 31 *DGl 1-Z 141 *0612 
Pl J4,Jl I •-XI 51*07-YI 51*08 
09=-Zl91*0812+Zll01*0511 
01 O•-ZI 9 I *0811-Z I 10 l*OB12 
Pl I, J21•-X 111•1 z111•ol'i12-z I 81*081 Hl>9 I-Y 11 l *I ZI 71 *0tlll 
C +Z(81*DB12+0101 
011• Z Ill 1*0812-Z I 121*0811 +09 
Dl2•Zllll*DBll+Zll21•D812+010 
P IJl ,J2 l•-XI 2 l*Dll-Y I 21 *012 
P(J3,J21• Xl41*Dll+Y(41*Dl2 
013• I ZI 91-Zl l 91 l*OFlZ-1 Z( 101-Z I 201 l*OFll 
014= I 21 91-ZI 19 I l*OF 11+1 ZI 101-ZI 201 l*D.' .2 
Pl 1,J31•-XI 11*013-YI 11*014 










02 ls019*DT 1.2-D20*0Tl l 
02Z=Dl 9*0Tl l +020*DTl2 
PIJ1,J41~ X( 21*02l+Yl21*022 
P(J2,J41= Xt3)*02l+Y(3l•DZ2 
PI J4,J41 •-XI 5 l*D21-Yl51 *022 
CONTINUE 
!Fl NAZ ,GT. 0 I RETURN 
00 6 [:s:l,NE 
00 6 J=l,KZ 
Pll,Jl=P(l,Jl/2.0 
R E T U R N 



























PPG l 710 


























PPG l 980 
80/80 LIST 






















SUBROUTINE FUNCIKL,Z,NE,E0,01 FUNCOOlO 



















COMPUTES 7HE RESIDUALS OF THE DESIGN EQUATIONS 
DESCRIPTION Of PARAMEtERS 
Z - UNKNOWN DESIGN PARAMETERS 
EQ - ARRAY OF RESIDUALS 
KZ,NE - NO. OF VARIABLES/EQUATIONS 
USAGE 
THIS SUBROUTINE IS CALLED BY THE SUBROUTINE SOI.VEll'IAOTI 
SUBROUTINES REQUIRED 
SUBROUTINE DESIGN 
• • • • • • • • • * • * * * • • • • • • • • • • • • * * * • • • 
























































SUBROUTINE DERIVIKZ,Z,NE,EQ,P,Ll DR!VOOlO 


















COMPUTES THE MATRIX OF FIRST PARTIALS I OF THE EQUATIONS 
WITH RESPECT TO THE VARIABLES ) 
OESCRIPTION OF PARAMETERS 
Z - UNKNOWN DESIGN PARAMETERS 
EO - ARRAY OF RESIDUALS 
KZ,NE - NO. OF VARUBLES/EOUATIONS 
P - MATRIX OF PARTIAL DERIVATIVES 
USAGE 
THIS SUBROUTINE IS CALLEO BY THE SUBROUTINE SOLVE (HROTI 
SUBROUTINES REOUI RED 
SUBROUTINE 0€SIGM 
. . 
.. *. * -· •••••••• *. * * •••••••••••••• 
DOUBLE PnCIS ION l 





























OR I V0060 
OR!V0070 









































































TO SYNTHESIZE THE EIGHT LINK HECHANISH FOR TWO RIGID 
BODIES GUIDANCE 
DESCRIPTIGN OF PARAMETERS 
PX - VECTOR OF X-COOROHUTES OF THE ?Ol~T 1 P' 
PY - VECTOR OF Y-COORDINATES OF THE POINT •P• 
TH6 - VECTOR OF AN{;ULAR DISPLACEMENTS OF THE RIGIC 
BODY CARRYING 'P' 
SX - VECTOR OF X-COORDINATES OF THE POINT 'S' 
SY - VECTOR. OF Y-COORDI~TES OF THE POINT 'S' 
TH3 - VECTOR OF ANGULAR DISPLACEMENTS OF THE R IGI O 
BODY CA.RRYING 'S' 
USAGE 
REQUIRES THE FOLLOWING DATA CARDS 
CARO lo THE FIVE X-COOROINATES OF P ~ITH FOR~AT 
5Fl0.0 
CARD 2. THE FIVE Y-COORD!NATES OF P ~ITH FORMAT 
5Fl0.0 
CARO 3. THE FIVE ANGUL4R DISPLACEMENTS TH6(NOTE 
TH61ll•O.OI WITH FORMAT 5Flo.o 
CARD 4. THE FIVE X-COORDINATES OF S ,ITH FORMAT 
5F!0.0 
CARO 5. THE FIVE Y-COORO!NATES OF S ~ITH FOR~AT 
5Fl0.0 
CARD 6. THE FIVE ANGULAR DISPLACEMENTS TH31NOTE 
TH3(1J•O.OI ',<[T~ FORMAT 5FIO.O 
SUBROUTINES REQUIRED 
SUBROUTINE SOLVE 




















* * * • * * * * * * • • * * • * • * • • • • • * • • • • • * • * * • • • * 
DIMENSION SA(51,SRl51 TRBGOOlO 
DIHENSION Rl51,THEl51,GAMl51 TRBG0020 · 
DIMENSION OXl51,DYl51,HX(51,HYl51 TRRG0030 
CQ~~O~ NOM TR:AG0040 
OIHENSION GXl51,GYl51 TRBG0050 
DIHENSION FY(51,FX(51,AXl51,AY(51 TRBGOOSO 
OIMENS ION TH3( 51 ,TH2(5 I, fH! I 51,TH5151 ,TH6( 51, THB(51, TH 11 ( 51, TH!O( TRBG0070 
151 TRBGOOBO 
REAL "4X ( 51,MY ( 5) ,Kl 51, Kl l(lt ,51,Kl2 (4 ,5), KL 3( 4 1 5) ,Kt441t ,5), Kl 51Lt, 5TR6GOOQO 
11 TR BGOlOO 










2 FORMAT(8Fl0.51 TRBG0160 
3 FORMAT!5Fl0.0,121 TRBG0l70 
4 FORMAT{ lOX ,, DESIGN SPEC I FI CATIONS 1 , / ,17X, • PX• 1 l 3X,' p·y,, l3X, 'ALFA 1 , TRSGO 180 
*l lX, 'SX 1 , 13X, 1 SY' ,13X,' ET.A', IJ TRBG0190 
5 FORMAT(5X,'N0 SOLUTION FOR THE FIRST LOOP') TR8G0200 
6 FORMAT(!OX,////1 TR!IG02l0 
1 FORMAT! lOX,'THE FOLLOWING ARE THE SOLUTIONS CORBESPCNOING TC',/, TRBG0220 
*!OX, 'Fl x. Y ,=( •, F9.4, 1 ,' ,F9.4, 1 ) • 1 sx. 'G( X ,YJ =I 1 , F9.4, 1 ,' ,fC~. 4,') 1 , /TRBG0230 
*lOX, 'H( x, VJ=(• ,F9.4, 1 , 1 ,F9.4,') • ,5X, 1 O( X,Y I= ( 1 , F'}.4, 1 , 1 , F9 .4, 1 ) TRBG0240 
*',/) TRBG0250 
FORMAT( 7X,'MCX,Yl',16X,•AIX,YJ 1 1 16X, 1 B(X,Y)• 1 16X, TRBG0260 
*'CIX,Y) ',l6X,'O(X,Y) 1 ,16X,'E(X,Y) 1 ,/t TR8-G0270 
9 FORMAT< ix,,,, ,Fe.3, •, • ,FB.3,, J, ,2x, • 1 • ,Fa. 3, 1 , • ,Fe.J,' I' ,zx,• ,, , TRsco200 
* F8.3,',',FB.3, 1 1',2X,'1',FB.3,',',F8.3,'l 1 ,3X, 1 l',F8.3,',',FA.3, TRBG0290 
*' 1 1 , 3X, 1 ( 1 ,FB.3,',' ,FB.3,' I') TR8G0300 
10 FOPMATC/,lOX,'TOTAL NUMBER OF MECHANIS~S=',[~I TRBG0310 
11 R.EAD(5,3J (PX(IJ,I::o:l,51,NAZU TRBG0!-20 
lFINAZUoGT.01 GO TO 30 TRBG0330 
READ(5,21 IPYlll,1•1,51 TRBG0340 
REA0(5,2J (TH6( U ,1•1,5, TR8G0350 
READ15,21 (SX( !J,lal,51 TRBG0360 
READ(5,21 (SYlll,1=1,51 TRBG0370 
READ(5 1 2) fTH3(IJ,I=l,51 TR:;G0380 
WRITE{6,4l TRBG03<;0 
00 12 1=1,5 TR8G0400 
12 WRITEl6,201 PX(ll,PY(ll,TH6(11,SX(ll,SY([l,TH3([1 TR8G04lci 
DO 13 Ial 05 TRBG0420 
TH3( ll=TH3{ ll*Pl/180. TRBG0430 
TH6(ll=TH6(ll*Pl/l80. TRBG0440 
X( l l=O. TRBG0450 
Ylll=O. TRBG0460 
THl(ll=O. TRBG0470 
THI 0( 1 l =O. TRBG0480 
13 CONT lNUE TRBG04q0 
CALL COEFFCTP3,TH6,SX,PX,SY,PY,A,D) TRBG0500 
CALL SOLVE(A,D,KL31 TRBG0510 
NLOOP3=NOM TB8G0520 
IF(NO~.EQ.01 WRITE(6,51 TRBG0530 
DO 29 NL3=1,NLOOP3 TRBG0540 
DO 4 N= l, 5 TR8G0550 
K(Nl•KU(NL3,NI TR8G0560 
14 CONTINUE TR8G0570 
HY{ll=K(ll+SY(ll TRBGOSBO 
HXI I !=Kl 2l+SX( 11 TRBG0590 
FX(ll=PX(!I-K(31 TRBG0600 
FY(ll=PY(ll-K(41 TRBG0610 
CALL COEFF{TH1,TH3,X,SX,Y,SY,A,Dt TRBG0610 
CALL SOLVEIA,O,Klll . TRBG0630 
IF(NaM.EQ.01 GO TO 2Q TRBG0640 
NLOOPl•NOM TRRG0650 
DO 7g NLl~l,NLOOPl TRBG0660 
DO 15 N=l,5 TRBG0670 
KINl=KLllNLl,NI TR8G0680 
15 CONTINUE TR~G0690 
80/80 LIST 







WF! IT E (6, 71 FX ( 1J, FY ( 1 I, GXfl), GY t 1), HX C l) , HY ( l 1, ex 11), CY t l ) TRBG0750 
W~ITE(6,8) TRRG0760 
00 16 I=l,5 TRBG07 7 0 
QX I I I =QX ( 11 TRBGO 780 
OY( 1 l=QY(l) TRBG0790 
16 CONT!Nu°E TRBGOROO 
XO•GXlll-QX(ll TRBGOq\O 
YOaGY( 11-QY ( 11 TRRW~70 
THO= AT AN2 (YO, XO, T R8GOJJ30 
THZ(ll=O. TRBGOB40 
1)0 17 Jz.2,5 TRBG08'50 





17 CONTINUE TOBGOQlO 
CALL COEFF(TH6,TH2,PX,QX 1 PY,OY,A,O) TR~Goq20 
CALL SOLVE(.A,0,Kl21 PIBG'}q3Q 
IF(NOM.EQ.01 GO TO 28 T•BG0940 
NLOOP2sNOM TRBG0950 
00 27 NL2zl,NLOOP2 TRBG0960 
00· 18 N=l,5 TRBGOQ70 
K(N1~KL2CNL2,N) TRBG0980 
18 fONTl'IUE TRRG0990 
EY( ll=K(! )+PY( ll TRBGlOOO 
EX(ll=K(2l+PX(ll TRBGIOIO 
OX(ll=QX(II-K(3) TP8Gl0?0 
DY( ll=OY! ll-Kl41 T•BGi030 
XO=OXI 11-EX( 11 TR8Gl040 
Y·l=f1Y( l l-tY( 11 TPf3Gl01i0 
THO=ATAN21YO,XOI TPBG1060 
TH5(11•0. TRBG1070 
00 19 1=2,5 TRBG1080 
CALL ROTA TE t DX CI I, DY t I J, DX{ 11, DY ( U , TH2 ( I J ,ex 11) , QY I 11 , ox I lJ, OY ( l TR SGl ogo 
111 TRSGllOO 
CAtl RCT4Tf1EXC IJ ,EV( IJ,EXlll,EY(ll,THb( I 1,PXI I 1,PY(I >,PXCll,PY(TRRGlllO 
1111 TR8Gl 120 . 
XA=DX(ll-EXlll TR8Gl1'0 
YA=OY( 11-EYI I l TR8GI 140 
TH5(ll•ATAN2(YA,XAI-THO TRBG!l~O 
19 CONTINUE TRBGllbO 
XO,.,FX( 1)-HXC l) TllBGl 170 
YO=FY! !)~HY( 11 TRBGl l•O 
THO=~TAN2(YO,XOI TRdGllqO 
TH8(11=0. TRBG1200 
DO 20 !=2,5 TR8Gl210 
CALL ROT A TE ( HX ( 11, HY( 11, HX( l I ,HY ( 11 , TH3 (l I , S X ( II, SY ( l 1 , SX ( 11, SY I l TSBGl 220 





1234567890123456769012345 6 7 80 01234 567890123456 78 9 0 l 2345 6 7 89012345 6 7 89012 34561890 
CALL ROTATE (FX( 11, FYll 1,FXI 11,FYI ll, TH6( 11 ,PXI 11,PYll 1,PXI 11,PYll TRBG1240 
111 TRBGl 250 
XA•FXI 11-HXI II TRBG1260 
YA•FYI 11-HYI 11 TRBGl 270 
THB II I =AT AN2 (YA, XA I-THO TRBGl 280 
20 CONTINUE TRBG! 290 
CALL COEFF(TH10,TH8,X,FX,Y,FY,A,DI TRBG1300 
CALL SOLVE( A,0,KL4 I TRBG! 310 
lf(NOM.EQ.OJ GO TO 27 TRBG1320 
NLOOP4=NOH TRBGl 330 
00 26 NL4•l ,NLOOP4 TRBGl 340 
DO 21 N•l,5 TRBG1350 
K(Nl=KL4( Nl.4,NI TRBG! 360 
21 CONTINUE TRBG1370 
MY I 11 =K 11 I TRBGl 380 
MXl1J=K(21 TRBG1390 
AX( ll•FXI 11-KI 31 TR8Gl400 
AYI ll•FY( 11-Kl4.l TRBG1410 
XO•AXlll-HX( II TRBG1420 
YO•AYII I-MYI 11 TRBGIHO 
THO•ATAN21YO,XOI TRBG1440 
THlllll•O. TRBG1450 
DO 22 1•2,5 TR8Gl460 
CALL ROTATEIAXI 11,AY I I I ,AX( 11, AY( 11, THBII 1,HXI I I ,HY( 11,HXI 11,HY(l TRBG!470 
111 TRBG1480 
XA•AXI 11-HXI 11 TRBG1490 
YA•AYll 1-MY(ll TRBG1500 
THllCI l•ATAN2(YA,XAI-THO TRBG1510 
22 CONTINUE TRBG1520 
DO 23 1•2,5 TRBG1530 
HXI I l=MX( 11 TRBG1540 
MY( ll=MYI 11 TRBGl 550 
23 CONTINUE- TRBGl 560 
CALL COEfF-(THll,TH5,MX,EX,MY,EY,A,DJ TRBG1570 
CALL SOLVEIA,D,KL51 TRBGISBO 
IF(NOM.EQ.01 GO TO 26 -TRBG1590 
NLOOP5~NOM TRBGl 600 
DO 25 NL5=1,NLOOP5 TRBG1610 
00 24 N=l,5 TRBG1620 
KINl=KL5( Nl.5,NI TRBG1630 
24 CONTINUE TRBG1640 
BY•KI II +MY( U TRBGl650 
BX•KIZI +MXI II TRBG1660 
CX•EXlll-Kl31 TRBG1670 
CY•EYIII-K(41 TRBG1680 
WRI TE(6,91 MX( 111fllY( l) ,AX(l 1,AY( 1)11 BX,BY,CX,CY,OX( l) ,DY( 11, EX{ l) TR.BG1690 
•,EV( 11 TRBG1700 
ICOUNT•!COUNT+l TRBGl 710 
25 CONTINUE TRBGl 720 
26 CONTINUE TRBGl 730 
27 CONTINUE TRBG1740 
28 CONTINUE TRBGl 750 
29 CONTINUE TRBGl 760 





































SUBROUTINE SOLVE I A,D,DKI 





* SOLUTION OF LINEAR EQUATIONS ANO TO DETERMINE THE 
• K'S INVOLVED IN LINEAR SUPERPOSITION 
• 
* DESCRIPTION OF PARAMETERS 
• A - THE MATRIX OF COEFFICIENTS OF THE LINEAR EQUATIONS 
* D - THE MATRIX WHOSE COLUMNS CONTAIN THE RIGHT HAND 
* SIDES OF THE EQUATIONS 
• OK - THE ARRAY OF THE K'S 
* NOM- COUNT OF REAL SOLUTIONS 
• 
* USAGE 
* THIS SUBROUTINE IS CALLED BY THE MAIN PROGRAM FOR 
* THE DESIGN PROBLEMS INVOLVING LINEAR SUPERPOSITION 
• 
• SUBROUTINES REQUIRED 
• SUBROUTINE MATINV 
* SUBROUTINE POLRT 
* 
* 
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4 
6 
OIMENS ION R 151, T(5 I ,GI 51 ,Al 5,51, Bl 5, 11, XCOF( 51 ,ROOTR 151,ROOTI! 5 I 
DIMENSfON COF!51 
OIMENSIGN C15,51 
00 1 IK=l,5 
DO 1 IJ•l,5 
CIIK,IJl•AIIK,IJI 
Bl IJ,1 l•DI IJ,1 l 
CCNTINUE 
CALL MATINVCC,5,5,B,1,l) 




DO 3 IJ•l,5 








00 5 JK-zl,5 
DO 5 [J-sl,5 
CI I K, I J I• 41 I K, I J I 
CONTINUE 
CALL "IATINVCC,5,5,B,l,U 
DO 6 J•l,5 
M(J)'ZB(J,ll 
CONTINUE 
Al•LIZ I *LI 31 +LI I l*U ") 
' AZ•LIZ I *M 13-l+M I 21 *LI 31 +LI 11 *Ml'>) +Ml !IOLI 41 
A3•Nl3) *Ll2 I +Nl2 l•Ll31+L Cl l*NI 41 +NI l l*LI" 1-1. 
A4•Mlll*Ml4)+MIZl•Ml31 
A5•Nl210M(31 +M12 l•NC 31 +NI 11 OM( 41 +Ml I l•NI "l 
A6•Nl2 l *NI 3 l •Nil I *Nl4) 
Bl•LI 11 •LI 31-Lf 2 l*Ll4l 
BZ•LI 11 *Ml3 I +Ml l l*L 131-L 121 *Ml 4)-MI 2 l*LI "I 
B3=LI 1) *NI 31 +NI l l*LI 31-L 121 *N"'I-N 12 l*Ll4) 
B4=MI 11 *M 131-MI 21 •Ml 41 
M•NII I *Ml3) +M( ll*NI 3) -Nl2 I *Ml4 I-Ml 2 l*Nl,.1-1 • 
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E4• E4*A l LNSP0980 
E5=E5*Al LNSPD990 
XCOF 151 • I Al**2 I* I.B4**2 I+ I Bl **21 * I A4**2 I •Fl +Ql-El-Pl LNSPl 000 
XCOF ( 41-=2. *( Al**21 *B4*85+2. *( B l**-2 l *A5*A4+f2+Q2-E2-P2 LNSPl 010 
XCOF C 3, = ( 41**21 * ( 65**~2 )+2. *( Al**Z) *( B4*B6) +(Bl** 2) *( A5**21 +2. *{Bl LNSPl 020 
1**2) *A4*A6+F3+0 3-E3-P3 LNSP1030 
XCOFC2l=2.*(Al**Zl*B5*86+2.*18l**Zl*A5*A6+F~+Q4-E4-P4 LNSP1040 
XCOFl11=1Al**21*IB6**21•1B1**21*1A6**2l•F5+Q5-E5-P5 LNSPI050 
CALL POLRHXCOF,COF, .. ,RCOTR,ROOTl,lER) LNSP1060 
NOM•O LNSP! 070 
00 12 JM=l ,4 LNSP1080 
IFIROnTIII•I.NE.o., GD TO 12 LNSP1090 
LEH2=ROOTRIIMI LNSPllOO 
Y=LEM2*A2+A3 LNSPl 110 




1234567B90123 456 7890! 2H5 6 7 890123"56789012 HS 6 789012345 6 789012 345 6 7890123456 7 898 
S=Y**Z-4.•Al*Z LNSPl 1411 
IF !SI 12,7,7 LNSPll50 
7 S=SQRTISI LNSPll60 
> XU= 1-Y+S 1112.•AII LNSPl 170 
XL·2=1-Y-S 1112. *All LNSPll ~O 
YB~LEM2•Bz+e3 LNSP11qo 
ZBz ( f LE,.2*•2 i*Blt+l EM2*B5+B6) LNS Pl 200 
XB•Bl LNSPI 210 
S8=Y~**2-~.*Bl*Z8 LNSP1220 






IFIAXtl.LE.AXL21 AXL•XLBl LNSP1290 
IFUXLI.LE.AXL21 AB=AXLl LNSPl300 
IFIAXL2.LE.AXLll UL•XLB2 LNSPl 310 
IFIAXL2.LE.AXLll AB•AXL2 LNSPll20 
UXll=ABS!XL2-XLBll LNSP1330 
AAXL2•A8S I XL2-XLB2 I LNSPl 340 
IFIAAXLl.LE.AAXL21 BXL•XLBl LNSP1350 
lf'!OXLI.LE.AAXL21 AB8•UXLl LNSP1360 
IFIAAXt2.tE.AAXlll BXL•XLB2 LNSP1370 
IFIUXL2.LE.AAxtll ABB=AAXL2 LNSPBBO 
CONTINUE LNSPl 390 
IFIAXLl.GT.o.1000.ANO.AXL2.GT.O.lOOO.AND.AAXL1.GT.o.1000.ANO.AAXLLNSPl400 
12.GT .0.10001 GO TO 12 LNSP1410 
IFIAB.GE.ABBI GO TO 9 LNSP1420 
LEM!= AXl LNSP1430 
GO TO 10 LNSP1440 
9 CONTINUE LNSP! 450 
LEHl•R.XL LNSPH60 
10 CONTINUlc LNSPH70 
NO"t=NOM+l LNSP14~0 
00 11 1•1,5 LNSP1490 
Kiii• Nlll+lfMl*Llll•LEM2*MIII LNSP1500 
OKINOH,ll=KIJI LNSP1510 
11 CONTINUE LNSPl 520 
A.Xl=SORT ( KC 3 >**2+K ( ~) ••z) LNSPl 530 
AX3=SQRTIK111**2+Kl21**21 LNSP1540 
AX2•SQRTIKl51+AX1**2•4X3**21 LNSP1550 
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SUBROUTINE CDEFFIG,TH,PlX,P2X,PlY,P2Y,A,DI COEFFOOl 























TO COMPUTE THE COEFFICIENTS OF THE LINEAR !ZED EQUAT-
IONS BY KNOWING THE NOTIONS OF TWO RIGID BODIES 
DESCR!PTICN OF PARAMETERS 
G - ARRAY OF THE ANGULAR OISPLACEIIENTS OF THE RIGID 
BODY CARRYING THE POINT PllPlX,PlYI 
TH- ARRAY OF THE ANGULAR DISPLACEHENTS,Of ·THE RIGID 
BODY CARRYING THE POINT P21 P2X,P2YI 
A - ·THE TWO DIMENSIONAL ARRAY OF COEFFICIENTS RETURNED 
BY THE PROGRAM 
0 - THE TWD.OIIIENSIDNAL ARRAY Of THE RIGHT HAND SIDE 
OF THE EQU4f IONS 
• • • • • • • • * * • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
DI MENS ION GISI ,THl51 ,PlXl51 ,PZXI 5t·;PlYI 51 ,P2YI 51,AU,51,015,31 
DD 10 1=1,5 . 
CGsCOS I GI 111 
SG=SINIGI 111 
ST•SINITHI 111 
CT.;COS ITHII II 
PX=PZXI II-PIX( 11 
PY=P2Y I II-Pl YI 11 
A( 1,2)=2.•IPX*CG+PY*SGI 
Al 1, 11=-2 ,*I PX*SG-PY*CGI 
Al 1, 41=-2 ,*I PX•ST-PY*C Tl 
AC 1,3)=2.*(PX*CT+PY•ST) 
A(l ,5)cl.O 






SU BR OUT! NE ROT ATEI OXN, DYN,DX,DY,G,BXN, BYN,BX,BYI 
OXN=Dx•c~s, G 1-DY•S III IG I+ BXN-BX*COS IG l+BY*S INIG I 
DYN=OX*S me G l+DY*CDS IG l+BYN-BX*S HIIG 1-BY*CDSIG I 
RETURN 
ENO 
SUBROUTINE MATINV IA,NN,N,B,MM,MI 
DIMENSION AINN,NNJ,BINN,MMl,IPIVOTl501,PIVOTl501,1NOEX15D,ZI 
INITIALIZATION 
EOUI VALENCE I lRDW,JRDWI, IICDLUN,JCDLUMl, IAOIAX,T,SIIAPI 
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30 DO 550 l=l,N 
40 ANAX=O,O . 
45 00 105 J=l ,N 
50 If IIPIVOTIJl-1160,105,60 
60 DO 100 K=l,N 
70 IFIIPIVDTIKl-1180,100,740 




100 CCINT INUE 
105 CONTI l&IE 
110 IP!VOTI ICDLUMI= IPI.VDTI I COL UM) +I 
130 IFIIRDW-ICOLUM1l40,260,l40 
!40 CDNTl'KIE 
150 on 200 L=l ,N 
160 SWAP=AIIRDW,LI 
170 AIIRD~,ll=AIICOLU~,LI 
200 Al I.COLUll,L l=SWAP 
205 1FIMl260,260,2l0 
210 00 250' L=l,11 
220 SWAP=BI IRDW,LI 




310 PIVDTII l•AIICOLUM, ICDLUMI 
330 AIICOLUM, ICOLUMl=l,O 
340 DD 350 L=l,N 
350 AIICDLUM,Ll•AI ICDLUOl,LI/PIVDTI II 
355 (F(ll}]R0,380,360 
360 DD 370 L=l ,M 
370 SIICDLUM,Ll=8IICOLUM,LI/PIVDTIII 




430 on 450 L=l ,N 
450 AILl,Ll=AILl,LI-AIICOLUM,Ll•T 
455 IFIMl550,550,460 
460 DO 500l•l,O! 
500 AILI ,LI =Bl Ll ,LI-Bl lCDLUM,L.J H 
550 CONTINUE 
600 DO 710 l=l,N 
l-10 l=N+l-1 
620 IF IINOEXIL,ll-lNDEXIL,211630,710,630 
630 JROW=INDEXIL,11 
&40 JCOLU'f=INDEXIL,21 
650 DO 705 K=l,N 
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SUBROUTINE SOLVE - 2-6-69 - P W TIDWELL 
K • THE NUMBER Of UNKNOWNS TO BE DETERMINED 
N • THE NUMBER Of OBSERVATIONS OF Y AVAILABLE 
I • ITFRAT!ON COUNT - INITIALLY SHOULD BE ZERO 
1CON • THE NUMBER OF R VALUES NOT SATISFYING CONVERGENCE RECUIRMT 
ICON•-4 SINGULAR MATRIX 
• 
DOUBLE PRECISIUN PH,RMIN, BI, SSO,Ql.,Q,FK, GR, PHL, S,OE,BMAX 
ON RETUR'I TO THE HAIN PROGRAM 
ICON• 0 INDICATES FINAL SOLUTION OF PROBLEM 
ICON• -1 INOICATES MORE UNKNOWNS THAN FUNCTIONS 
ICON • -2 INDICATES TOTAL VARIABLES ARE ZERO 
!CON• -3 TOO MA'IY ITERATIONS 
KERR IS AN ERROR FLAG WHICH INDICATES THAT THE MATRIX Of 'IORHAL 
EQUATIONS IS SINGULAR 
B • A K DIMENSIONAL VECTOR OF THE UNKNOWNS 
BHIN(II • MINIMUM VALUE FOR Bill TO BE ALLOWED (INPUTI 
BMAXtll • •AXIMUM VALUE FOR .Bill TO BE ALLOWED !INPUTI 
Y • ANN OIMENStnNAL VFCTOR OF GIVE'! VALUES (OASERVATIONSI 
Z • Al'I N DIMENSIONAL VECTOR OF COMPUTED VALUES 
PH ~ FUNCTIONAL VALUE ( SU~ OF THE SQUARES Of' (Y - ZI I 
SPAR IS A VECTOR WHICH SUPPLIES THE SUBROUTINE WITH THE 
FOLLOWING FOUR PARAMETERS 
• 
MRCTOOJO 
DOUBLE P'l:EC Is ION DABS' DSORT' x 'DET ,SUJlll ,X SAV MR 1JTOC1 .. :: 
FNU • THE NU FACTOR GIVEN IN THE SOURCE PAPER 
FLA • THE LAMBDA FACTOR CITED IN SOURCE PAPER 
EPSl • CONVERGENCE CRITERIA FOR THE RESIDUAL su• OF SCUAPES 
EPS2 • CONVERGENCE CRITERIA FOR THE PARAllfTERS 
THE PROGRAM WILL NOT RUN WITH BOTH EPSl ANO EPS2 SEl TO O.O 
CO'IVERGENCE CRITERIA OF THF PARA•ETERS IS AS FClLLBWS 
IF! A(Jl,!1+11 -BIJl,(11 /ll.OE-20 + BIJl,111 I - EPS2• 0,01, 
FOE!: All OF TtlE J :s: l,z, •• ,K PAP.I.METERS OF THE l+l ST tTfRliT[ON, 
THEN CONVERGE'NCE HAS BEEN REACHED ON THE PARAMETERS 
CnNVERGENCE CRITERIA ON THE RESIDUAL SUM OF SQUARES IS AS FOLLOWS 
!Fl !RSSI II - RSS! 1+111/RSS(l I - EPS! • 0,01, THEN CONVERGENCE ON 
THE RESIDUAL SUM OF SQUARES HAS SEEN Rl"ACHEC ON THE l+l ST 
ITERATION 
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SOURCE PAPER BYD W MARQUARDT, J,SlAH, JUNE 1963, P, 431 
D[HENSION Bl 11, Zit 1, YI 11, BHINI 11,BHAXI 11,0118, 81, SPAR( 11,DE 111 
DIMENSION Pll00,81,Bl 181, Z1 I 100.1,QI 8, 81,XI 81,GR 181 ': 
DATA LD!MQ/8/,LD!MP/100/ 
DIMENSION ZI Kl, Bl K 1, YINI, RHINIK 1,BHAX IK I ,QI IN,K I 
DI HENS!ON P(l,2,421, Bll42J ,Z 11421,QI 42,421,XI 421,GRl42 I 
* ,DEl421,SPARl41,XSAVl421 
DATA LDIMQ/421,LD!MP/42/ 
LDIHQ IS THE FIRST DIMENSION OF THE ARRAYS Q AND or. 
THE VECTOR Ol WILL CONTAIN ON RETURN WITH !CON ZERO OR 





IHI I 40,40,20 
!Fil - NITERI 160,30,30 
WRITE IN0,11 NITER 
!CON=-3 
RETURN 
FORHAT('lHORE THAN',13,'ITERAT!ONS ATTEMPTED'! 
NOW INITIALIZE SUBROUTINE THE FIRST TIME CALLED I l • OJ 
FNU•SPARll I 
FLA• SPARl21 
!FIA8SISPARl311 + A6SISPARl41 II 82,81,82 
WRITE IN0,21 
RETURN 
FORHATllHl,'CONVERGENCE CRITERIA OF EPSl OR EPS2 NOT DEF!NEO'III 
WRITE IN0,831 SPAR(31,SPARl41 
FORHATllllOH SPARl31 • El5,7,5Xl0H SPARl41 • El5,7111 
MAXSUB=lO 
!Fl SPAR 131 J'rn, 100, 100 
SPARl31 • 0,00001 
EPS2 = SPARl31 
!FISPARl411 110,120,120 
SPARl41 • 0,00001 
EPSl • SPARl41 
L = l 
00125Jal,N 
ZIJI = 0,0 
ZIIJI • 0,0 
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c 
GO TO 170 
140 !CON • -2 
150 SPAR 121 • FU 
I a [ + l 
RETURN 
160 L • 2 
170 DO 450 ll • L,2 
GO TO 1180,2101, Il 
c 
C THE ROUTE THROUGH 180 TO 200 ANO THENCE TO 450 IS ONLY TAKEN THE 
C FIRST T!HE THAT THE SUBROUTINE IS CALLEO 
c 
c 
180 00 190 J a 1,k 
190 RIIJI c 81 JI 
CALL FUNC(K,B,N,Z,Y) 
PH a: O.O 
C NOW COMPUTE THE NORIIAL EQUATIONS 
c 
DO 200 J:.: 1,N 
200 PH•PH+IYIJI-ZIJll**21DSIG**2 
GO TO 450 
210 CAl.L DERIV(K,B,N,Z,P,LDtMPI 
00 250 JAzl,K 
SUH=O, 
DO 230 J•l ,N 
230 SUM•SUM+IYIJI-ZIJll*PIJ,JAI 
XSAVI JAl•SUH/OSIG**2 
DO 250 JB•l,JA 
SW.•O. 
00 24t0 J=l,.N 
240 SUH•SlJ'4+PIJ,JAl*P!J,JBI 
QI I JA,J8 I •SUH/DS 16**2 
250 O!IJB,JAl•Q!IJA,..181 
C WRITEl6,31 IXSAVIJI ,Jsl,KI 
C 3 FORHATI lOX'GRAD!ENT OF SUII OF SQUARES'll 1X5Dl5,5JI 
c 
C MATRIX OF NORMAL EQUATIONS NOW COMPUTED AND RESIDING IN THE 
C QI ARRAY 
c 
C NOW START THE PROCEDURE TO ESTIMATE THE PARAMETERS 
c 
NSUB•O 
FLA s FLA/FNU 
WR!TE16,51 l ,FLA 
5 FORMATflOX,•lTERATlON ~0.= 1 ,13,5X, 1 FLA=',El2.5J 
300 DO 310 J•l ,K 
DO 310 JJal,K 
310 QIJ,JJl•OIIJ,JJI 
c 
c MOVE THE MATRIX OF NORMAL EQUATIONS INTO THE·o ARRAY 
C THIS WILL PRESERVE THE ORIGINAL MATRIX FOR USE IN THE EVENT 





























MR OTC CCC 
UcRQT0650 
MROT0660 











C CONVERGENCE HAS BEEN OBTAINED ANO THE INVERSE NEEDS TO BE 
C COMPUTED BEFORE RETURN TO THE CALLING PROGRAM 
c 
c 
C NOW LOCATE THE DIAGONAL ELEMENTS, TAKE THEIR SQUARE ROOTS 
C AND SAYE THEM TO USE IN SCALING THE MATRIX 
c 
00 320 J s l ,K 
320 DEIJlzOSQRTIQIJ,JII 
c 
C THE DE ARRAY CONTAINS THE MATRIX SCALING FACTORS 
c 
C NOW SCALE THE MATRIX AND SAYE THE GRADIENT VECTOR TD USE LATER 
C IN COMPUTING THE ANGLE BETWEEN THE GRADIENT AND THE 
C GAUSS-NEWTON-MARQUARDT VECTOR 
c 
c 
DO 340 Jsl,K 
XI JI zXSAYI JI/DE I JI 
GRIJlsXIJI 
DO 340 JJ•l,K 
340 QIJ,JJl•QI J,JJI/IDEIJl•DEIJJII 
C NORMAL EQUAUONS NOW SCALED. THE GR ARRAY CONTAINS THE 
C GRADIENT VECTOR 
c 
C NOii ADD FLA TO THE K DIAGONAL EL EM ENT S 
c 
c 
IFIFLA.EQ.D.OOOIGO TO 351 
00 350 Jl a l,K 
350 QIJl,JllsQIJl,Jll+FLA 




IFIM.GT.O.OR.DET.LE.O.I GO TO 1 
GO TO 360 
7 WRITEl6,BI DET ,M 
8 FORMAT(SX,'DET.LT.O ANO • 1 1015.7 ,•ORM • •,151 
GO TO 440 
c . 
C NORMAL EQUATIONS SOLVED. CORRECTION VECTOR OCCUPIES THE FIRST 
C K ELEMENTS OF THE Q ARRAY. IF A SINGULAR MATRIX IS ENCOUNTERED 
C THE RETURN FROM MATINV WILL HAVE KERR NOT ZERO. ABORT THE 
C PROBLEM IN THIS EVENT. 
c 
C NEXT THING DONE IS TO COMPUTE THE COSINE Of THE ANGLE BETWEEN 
C THE TWO VECTORS AND SAYE FOR LATER USE 
c 
360 SA a o.o 
SB a O.O 
SC s o.o 
00 370 J • 1, K 
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Sll•SB+XIJt-2 
370 St z SC + GRfJl-2 
Allt.LE s SII/ISQRHSB•Stll 
c 
t ltEXT INITIALIZE A SCALE FACTOR TO BE USED IN THE EVENT THE 
C ANGLE BETWEEN THE VECTORS IS GREATER THAN 30 DEGREES 
C ITHE COSINE OF THE ANGLE LESS THAN 0.9661 
c 
FK s 1.0 
c 
C INCREMErtT Bl AND CHECK FOi'. ANY CONSTRAINTS BEING VIOLATED. 
t 
c 
380 DO 400 J • l.K 




GO TO 407 














C ltEXT CHECK. FOR A REOOCTION OF THE RESIDUAL SUM OF SQUARES. 
c 
c 
407 CALL FUNCIK,Bl,N,ll,YI MRQTl06D 
SSQ s O.O MRQT1070 
DO 410 J a 1,N MRQTlOSO 
"10 SSQsSSO+CYlJt-ZICJH••ZIDSIG-2 MRQTI090 
lill!ITE IND,4111 f,.PK,SSQ,AJtGLE,FK,FU,EPS1,EPS2 MRQTllOO 
411 FDltMATl/lOH ITERATIOtt l3,5X4HPH •Dl6.e,5XSHSSQ •Dl6.S,5X7HANGLE a MRQTlllO 
X Ell.3,5X4HFK •Dll.3,5X5HFLA •Ell.3/40X6HEPS1 •Ell.3,5X6HEPS2 • MRQT1120 
ll Ell.3/lH I MRQT1130 
IF! SSO-PHt4S0,415,415 •ROH 140 
"15 NSUIJ•NSUll+l MRQTl 150 
lF INSU&-IIIIXSU81412,412, 413 MRQT 1160 
413 WRITE tltD,4141 MAXSUB . MRQTI 170 
414 FDltM•Tf//ZOM MOIIE THAN MAXSUS z 13,24H SUBITERATICNS REQUIRED. MRQT1180 
It /II MRQTl l 90 
ICDN•-3 MRQT1200 
GO TO 120 MRQTl 210 
412 CIINT lltuE MRQTl 220 
C NOii SEE IF THE NEW ESTIMATES HAYE REDUCED THE RESIDUAL SUM OF 
C SCIUIIIIES. IF NOT, ANO THE ANGLE IS LESS THAN 30 DEGREES, ADD ONLY 
C 1/Z OF THE CORRECTIOK PREVIOUSLY USED ANO RECOMPUTE THE 
C RESIDUAL SIJI OF SQUARES. If THE ANGLE EXCEEDS 30 DEGREES, 
C MULTl~LY FLA BY FNU ANO SOLVE "°1\MAL EQUATIONS AGAIN, ANO 
C THEN RECOMPUTE THE RESIDUAL SUM OF SQUARES. 
c 
IFISSO/~H - 1.0 -EPSll 450, 450, 420 
420 IFIAIIGLE -COSGAMI 440, 440, 430 
c 
C ANGLE LESS THAN 30 DEGREES. GO BACK ANO ADO HALF THE CORRECTION. 
c 












6 FORMATI lox,• 1•1 , 13,JX,• NSUS-• .13,JX, 1 FLA• 1 ,ElZ.5,31,'fK••·DlZ.51 
lfCNSUll,E0,11 FLA•FLHFIIU 
GO TD 310 
C AIIGLE GREATER THAN 30 DEGREES , INCREASE FU AND IIESDLYE, 
c . . 
440 FLA• FLA•FNU 
GO TO 300 
450 'co11n 1«1E 
c . 
C IIHEN IIE PASS THIS POINT, IIEII ESTIIIATES HAVE BEEN ,,_ 11111CH 
C R~DUCE THE RESIDUAL SUM OF SCIUARES, AND THESE ESTIIIATES RESIDE 
C IN THE 81 ARRAY, THE CORRESPOIIOING RESIDUALS AND RESIDUAL 
C SUN OF SQUARES ARE IN THE ZI ARRAY AND SSQ, IIESl'ECT1VEl.1', 
c 
C NOii DD THE CONVERGENCE TESTS, 
c 
c 
DD 460 J • l,N 
460 ZCJI • ZIC JI 
C FIRST TEST FOii ND CHANGES IN THE PARAIIETEIIS, 
c 
c 
ICON • 0 
IF IEPSZI 470• 470, 480 
470 KS • l 
GD TD 490 
410 KS • 2 
490 DD 520 J • l•R 
PHI. • DAISIIIIIJI - ICJU 
. BIJI • BIIJI 
GD TD 1520.5001, KS 
500 IFIPHL/ll,DE-20 + DABSCIIIJll 1 - EPSZI 520• 510• 510 
510 ICON• ICON+ l 
5ZD CONTINUE 
C IF EPSZ IS GREATER THAN ZERO• THEN ICON NILL CONTAIN THE CDIIIT 
C OF THE NUMBER OF PAIIAIETERS IIHICH FAIL TD IIEET THE 
C CONVERGENCE CRITERION, 
c 
530 PHI. • DABSIPH - 5501 
PH • 550 
IFIEPSll 551, 551• 540 
540 IFIPHL/PH - EPSl I 551, 550, 550 
550 ICON • ICON + l 
IF EPSl IS GREATER THAN ZERO. THEN ICON IIILL IIE SET TD 1 If 

































551 lfllCDNI 120. 720, 555 IIIIQT1H9 
c 
C IF EPSl AND EPSZ ARE IIOTH NOT ZERO, THEN ICON IIILL BE THE SI.Ill OF 















555 JF II - NITER I 150, 7zo. 720 
IF NEITHER CONVERGENCE TEST IS PASSED ANO TltE NIIIIIER OF 
ITERATIONS IS LESS THAN NITER.THE SUBROUTINE RETURNS TO THE 
CIILLING PROGltAII, IF EITHER/BOTH CONVERGENCE RECIUIREIIENTS ARE IIET, 
DA THE IIUIIBER Of ITERATIONS IS 30• IIE CONPUTE THE INVERSE Of THE 
NATRIX OF NORMAL EQUATIONS AND THEN RETURN TO THE CALLING 
PROGIIAII 
720 "80 
IFCO,EO,DI RETURN .. 
CIILL MTINVIOl.11,X •. !I.DET,LDIIIQI 
DD 721 J • l•R 
lfCOICJ,JI 1724,724.721 
724. DI TE IND• 72511111 J.Jt 
725 FDIUIATl/43H NEGATIVE mt ZERO SQUARED ERRmt, 01 IJZI • ElZ,511 
X ZH4JH THE ERROR IIATRIX IS THEREFORE IIEANINGLESS,/lH I 
IUIJ.Jl•l, 
721 DEIJI-OSQIITIOIIJ.JII 
DO 7Z3 J • l•R 
DD 723 JJmleR 
723 OIIJ,JJJ,.QII J,JJIIIDEIJI-OECJJII 
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SUBROUTINE MATINV IA,N,B,M,DET,HAI 
SOLVES A SYSTEM OF EQUATIONS HAVING A SYMMETRIC POSITIVE-DEFINITE 
MAlRIX OF COEFFICIENTS, CALLS CHDEC TO PERFORM THE CHOLESKY 
DECOMPOSITION. CALLS CHSOL TO SOLVE THE SYSTEM, 
THIS HATINV ODES NOT INVERT THE MATRIX A. 
THE INPUT VALUE OF HIS IGNORED, 
IF THE SOL UT I ON SUCCEEDS, DET IS RETURNED EQUAL TO 1,0 ANO M IS 
RETURNED EQUAL TO ZERO, If THE SOLUTION FAILS, OET IS RETURNED 
EQUAL TO ZERO ANO M IS RETURNED EQUAL TO N, 
J, P, C.!:!Mil)UR, COMPUTER SCIENCE DEPT,, OKLAHOMA STATE UNIVERSITY, 
DOUBLE PRECISION A,B,OET 
DIMENSION AIHA,Nl,BINI 




GO TO 30 




SUBROUTINE CHDEC IA,N,MA,OETI 
PERFORMS AN. IN-PLACE CHOLESKY DECOMPOSITION OF A SYMMETRIC 
POSITIVE-DEFINITE MATRIX, ONLY.,THE UPPER TRIANGLE OF A IS USED OR 
CHANGED, PIVOTING IS NOT USED, 
J. P. CHANDLER,. COMPUTER SCIENCE DEPT., OKLAHOMA STATE UNIVERSITY 








































































80/80 LI ST 
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SUBROUTINE CHSOL IA,N,MA,81 
SOLVES A SYSTEM OF EQUATIONS HAVING A SYMMETRIC POSITIVE-DEFINITE 
MATRIX OF COEFFICIENTS, GIVEN THE CHDLESKY DECOMPOSITION, 
ON ENTRY, THE UPPER TRIANGLE OF A CONTAINS THE CHOLESKY-DECOMPOSED 
MATRIX AND 8 CONTAINS THE RIGHT-HANO SIDE. ON EXIT 8 CONTAINS THE 
SOLUTION VECTOR AND A IS UNCHANGED, 
J.P. CHANDLER, COMPUTER SCIENCE DEPT., OKLAHOMA STATE UNIVERSITY 
DOUBLE PRECISION A,8 
DIMENSION AIMA,Nl,BINI 
SOLVE U*Y•B BY FORWARD SUBSTITUTION, WHERE U IS THE UPPER TRIANGULAR 
CHOLESKY MATRIX, STORE Y IN 8, 
Blll•Blll/All,11 
IFCN-2140,10,10 
10 DO 30 J•2,N 
SUH•BIJI 
J"'!U:11:J-l 
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